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Announcing a complete hardware and software solution from NetBurner



The NetBurner MOD5234 E T H E R N E T



C O R E



M O D U L E



w i t h



e T P U



$99



Only



Qty. 100



NetBurner MOD5234 Ethernet Core Module Features INDUSTRIAL TEMPERATURE RANGE



| –40°C to +85°C PERFORMANCE AND MEMORY



| 32-Bit CPU | Freescale ColdFire MCF5234 147 Mhz | 2MB Flash Memory | 8MB SDRAM DEVICE CONNECTIVITY



| 10/100 Ethernet | 3 UARTs | 16-channel eTPU | I2C | SPI | CAN | 47 Digital I/O | 16-bit Data Bus | SD/MMC Flash Card Support



2.95”



Customize with NetBurner’s Royalty-free Software Suite DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE



| NB Eclipse IDE | Graphical Debugger | Deployment Tools | Examples COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE



| TCP/IP Stack | HTTP Web Server | FTP | E-Mail | PPP | Flash File System



2.0”



All hardware and software is included with the



NetBurner MOD5234 Development Kit for only $299! The Development Kit features NetBurner’s Eclipse, an enterprise level professional IDE that provides editing, downloading and debugging in one environment. Order the MOD5234 Development Kit: Product No. NNDK-MOD5234-KIT



Product No. | MOD5234-100IR Information and Sales | [email protected] Web | www.netburner.com Telephone | 1-800-695-6828



Real Mixed-Signal Programmability. Get PSoC ®. Because change happens. PSoC flexibility enables changes anytime: at concept, through production, in the field. Specifications change constantly. Yet pressures to differentiate, minimize costs, and speed time-to-market remain the same. To stay ahead of the cur ve, you need flexibility, programmability, and scalability. PSoC’s unique programmable architecture delivers this and more. Futureproof your design; make PSoC your agent of change.



PSoC delivers: The configurability of an FPGA, the mixed-signal integration of an ASIC, and the familiarity of an MCU.



GET STARTED WITH PSoC NOW.



Download our “Change Happens” White Paper and get 50% off a PSoC development kit: www.cypress.com/changepaper Download free PSoC Express™ visual embedded software: www.cypress.com/changesoft Request free PSoC device samples: www.cypress.com/changechip Free online training: www.cypress.com/changetrain Purchase PSoC development tools: www.cypress.com/changetools



Reusable IP, compatible device families and variable resource options ensure you can optimize design efforts and accommodate changes. The industr y’s first visual embedded design tool, PSoC Express™, speeds design time, enabling you to generate a complete design without writing a single line of code.



PSoC includes programmable analog and digital blocks, a fast MCU, flash and SRAM memory, all in a compact package (as small as 3mm x 3mm).



© 2007 Cypress Semiconductor Corporation. All rights reserved. PSoC is a registered trademark and PSoC Express is a trademark of Cypress Semiconductor Corporation. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.



Link Instruments PC-Based Test Equipment



Digital Oscilloscopes



• 2 Channel Digital Oscilloscope • 500 MSa/s max single shot rate • 1Mpt sample memory 250 MSa/S (Dual channel) 512 Kpts 500 MSa/S (Single channel) 1 Mpts • Only 9 oz and 7” x 3.5” x 1.5” • Portable and Battery powered • USB 2.0 • FFT Spectrum Analyzer DSO-8202 (200MSa,128K) DSO-8502 (500MSa,1MPt)



S 500M



a/s



NEW!



$799 $950



1Mp ts



Logic Analyzer & Pattern Generator



Port able



3.2” x USB 3” x 0 .6 2.0 Pow 5” ered



• Logic Analyzer (32 channels) • Pattern Generator (up to 32 channels) • up to 400 MSa/s • Variable Threshold • 2 External Clocks • SPI output and disassembly • I2C output and disassembly •up to 2Msamples/ch IO-3208A IO-3232A IO-3232B



Link Instruments



(973) 808-8990



www.Linkins4.com



$750 $899 $1399



TASK MANAGER FOUNDER/EDITORIAL DIRECTOR Steve Ciarcia



A Look Back and Forward in Tech Time



W



hen did you start surfing the ’Net? I began using it years ago when I first started college. At the time, I was living in an old building and sharing a room with two other students who didn’t have much experience on the ’Net either. The building was pretty low-tech in comparison to many of today’s 21st-century setups. Our study room had one light, one phone jack, no cable, and our door actually had a lock and key. (I didn’t have one of those fancy access cards that students now carry on their key chains.) To keep sane during the first week of the semester, we took turns playing video games on a small TV. But, as you can imagine, that got old quickly. That’s when we began using the ’Net for entertainment during our late-night study breaks. We’d look for sports scores, the day’s news, and info about our favorite musicians—but that was about it. When I went to London in 1998, I found myself shot back a few years in “tech time.” The room I was living in didn’t have phone or Internet access. To send an e-mail or browse the ’Net, I had to walk across the street to a hole-in-the-wall Internet café and pay about £1 for 30 minutes of online time. If I was in the library, I had to wait in line in the PC room for a workstation to free up. It wasn’t until a few years later when I was back in the U.S. that my daily online experience began to resemble what it is today. In this issue, we present you with two interesting articles about Internet-related design projects. Both projects prove that with a little effort, you can use your design skills to create innovative solutions to common problems. Ever need to check your e-mail when your PC was off? In “MiniEmail” (p. 14), Alexander Mann describes how he built a compact MCU-based mail client. The quiet system—which features an Atmel ATmega32 microcontroller and a Microchip Technology ENC28J60 Ethernet controller—continually checks for messages and enables you to read them as soon as they arrive. On page 22, Carlos Cossio describes a handy password management system. You can use the system to enter, display, and securely store all of the passwords and usernames that you use for various web sites. An added bonus is that you can program the system to automatically complete username and password fields for you when you click on your favorite security-protected web site. Finally, note that this issue is the perfect antidote for anyone who has design contest fever. On page 55, we provide photos and descriptions of the projects that placed in the Luminary Micro DesignStellaris2006 contest. Check out the descriptions of the winning projects and then go to www.circuitcellar.com/designstellaris2006/winners/winners.html to view the contest files and more. And if you’re gearing up to enter a project in the Microchip 16-Bit Embedded Control Design Contest, be sure to read through Jeff Bachiochi’s contest primer on page 76. Jeff covers everything you need to know about Microchip’s 16-bit microcontroller and DSC families. It’s time to put your design skills to the test. Good luck! As usual, keep me posted on your progress.



[email protected]
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS



Edited by John Gorsky



NEW ETHERNET ADAPTERS MEET MANY NEEDS WIZnet is now offering several new adapters to meet your Ethernet connectivity needs. The WIZ100SR and WIZ110SR serial-to-Ethernet modules are upgraded versions for use in access control, medical devices, and other industrial and consumer products. The newly released W5100, which includes embedded hardware TCP/IP, Ethernet MAC, and PHY is applied in these modules to guarantee better performance, stability, and a lower cost. Both modules support a maximum serial speed of 230 kbps, 10/100 Mbps Ethernet, and autoMDIX. The WIZ100SR is a plug-in module with a 12-pin header. The WIZ110SR has DE-9 and RJ-45 interfaces. A configuration program is available that allows users to configure all the parameters of the modules and control them through the Ethernet connection. The WIZ200USB is a USB-to-Ethernet module for use with various USB devices, such as



mass storage, CDC, and USB printers. It supports both USB 2.0 full-speed and OTG and can act as a host or device. The WIZ800MJ is an all-in-one module that can provide a one-stop solution for Internet connectivity to existing embedded devices. In this module, all Internetenabling components, such as an Ethernet controller, a transformer, a MagJack, and TCP/IP stacks are included. It supports a memory bus and an SPI for microcontroller interfacing. Anyone can implement Ethernet functionality by adding the WIZ800MJ without changing the existing microcontroller in an embedded system. The WIZ100SR and WIZ110SR are less than $20. The WIZ200USB costs less than $25. The WIZ800MJ costs less than $10 in 1,000-piece quantities.



WIZnet, Inc. www.wiznet.co.kr



USB HUB WITH LOCKING CONNECTORS The SeaI/O-270U is a seven-port optically isolated USB 1.1/2.0-compatible hub, which protects computers from damaging power surges, spikes, and ground loops commonly found in industrial and OEM applications. The SeaI/O-270U offers system designers an effective tool for interfacing USB peripherals in virtually any environment. In addition to protection from electrical



damage, the SeaI/O-270U includes the patent-pending SeaLATCH locking USB connector design to prevent the accidental cable disconnection of both upstream and downstream USB ports. The hub provides up to 1,500-VAC protection from harmful voltages injected on USB peripheral cabling. Status LEDs on the hub indicate external power, connection to the host, and fault conditions. The hub is housed in a rugged metal enclosure and each of the seven USB downstream connections provides a full 500 mA of power suitable for all USB peripherals. SeaI/O-270U hubs are supported in Windows, Linux, and all other operating systems that recognize USB. Simply provide power to the hub using the included power supply, plug the hub into an available USB port with the included cable, and the hub is automatically recognized. Standard SeaI/O-270U hubs operate between 0° and 70°C. Designers can special-order extended temperature range (–40° to 85°C) hubs. SeaI/O-270U hubs are available now. The SeaI/O-270U costs $379 and up.



Sealevel Systems, Inc. www.sealevel.com 8
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS 16-PORT T1/E1/J1 TRANSCEIVER The DS26519 is the industry’s first 16-port T1/E1/J1 long- and short-haul transceiver. At 16 ports, this singlechip transceiver (SCT) offers the highest integration and lowest cost per port in the industry. The high integration of the DS26519, along with its low 1.8-V/3.3-V power operation, makes it ideal for CSUs, DSUs, muxes, switches, routers, channel banks, and test equipment. The DS26519 saves space and cost by eliminating the need for the mechanical relays typically required by redundancy protection implementations. The device uses hitless protection switching (HPS) to provide reliable redundancy protection by presenting high impedance at transmit outputs and receive inputs when power is not applied. Additional space and cost savings are provided by its software-selectable, internal receive-and-transmitside termination for 75-Ω E1 coaxial, 100-Ω T1 twisted-pair, 110-Ω J1 twisted-pair, or 120-Ω E1 twisted-pair applications. The DS26519 provides comprehensive functions for monitoring performance and communicating diagnostic information. The diagnostic suite includes, but is not limited to, a bit-error-



rate tester, loss-of-signal indication, analog, local, remote and dual loopbacks, large error counters for BPV, CV, CRC-6, CRC-4 and E-bit, in-band repeating-pattern generation/detection, and JTAG. Also included is an internal clock-rate adapter and an HDLC controller with a 64-byte buffer in both the transmit and receive paths. This device is also available in a software-compatible eight-port version, the DS26518. Evaluation kits with supporting software, driver source code, and reference designs are available for both devices. Prices start at $69.96 for the DS26519 and $40.60 for the DS26518 in 5,000-piece quantities.



Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. www.maxim-ic.com



VARISTORS PROVIDE HIGHER SURGE CURRENT CAPABILITY The new LS41 and LS42 series of varistors offer a higher surge current capability and are designed for surge voltage protection in industrial and consumer electronics. Both series have retained the compact dimensions of the proven LS40 series (37.5 × 46 mm). The surge current capability of the LS41 was increased by 25% and is now 50 kA at a pulse form of 0.4 μs. These types are designed for rated voltages of 130 to 460 VAC. The surge current capability of the LS42 was increased by as much as 62% to 65 kA. This series is designed for rated voltages between 250 and 460 VAC. Approval to UL 1,449 and CSA 22.2 has been granted for both series. The varistors cost between $7.50 and $10 each, depending on the type.



EPCOS, Inc. www.epcos.com www.circuitcellar.com
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS LOW-COST TRANSCEIVER-BASED FPGA The new Arria GX FPGAs are optimized to support PCI Express (PCIe), Gigabit Ethernet (GbE), and Serial RapidIOTM (SRIO) standards up to 2.5 Gbps. These standards are rapidly emerging as mainstream protocols in a wide variety of markets and applications. Features of the Arria GX family include the proven Stratix II GX transceiver technology, flip-chip packages for superior signal integrity, software tools, and verified IP cores. The Arria GX family comprises five devices ranging in density from 21,580 to 90,220 logic elements (LEs), up to 4.5 Mb of embedded memory, and up to 176 multipliers. It is built on TSMC’s established 90-nm process. The family addresses the rapidly growing need for low-cost FPGAs with transceivers in the communications, computer, storage, and industrial markets. The FPGAs provide up to 12 full-duplex transceiver channels optimized to implement the PCIe, GbE, and SRIO protocols. The devices use flipchip packaging technology, which provides a significant signal integrity advantage over wire-bond packages when combining transceivers with advanced memory interfaces. Arria GX FPGAs offer a unique design environment that includes software tools, complete characterization reports, reference designs, and verified IP cores that meet compliance and interoperability. A protocol-specific development kit with support for



PCIe x1 and x4, SRIO, and GbE is also available. Designers can begin their Arria GX designs today by downloading and installing the easy-to-use Quartus II development software version 7.1. The EP1AGX50CF484C6 costs $50 in 25,000-piece quantities.



Altera Corp. www.altera.com



OSCILLOSCOPES PACK PERFORMANCE IN A LUNCHBOX-SIZED INSTRUMENT Six new oscilloscopes that break the paradigm of portable instrumentation are now available. With 1 Mpts deep memory, the new 5000 Series oscilloscopes merge high-resolution and lab-quality waveform acquisition and measurement capability with a lightweight, portable frame. For the first time, high-resolution measurements, typically taken with larger, more expensive instrumentation, can be taken wherever they are needed, either in the field or at the bench. The oscilloscopes allow engineers to discover the root of debug issues much faster than those using previous-generation portable oscilloscopes. Built to achieve a 100,000 waveforms per second acquisition rate, more than 25 times faster than the next closest competitor, the 5000 Series offers industry-leading glitch capture capability in its class. A highdefinition XGA display system, which displays signals in 256 levels of intensity grading, highlights varying degrees of signal activity, which provides an unrivaled ability to view signal anomalies as they occur. To further enhance the customer experience, the 5000 Series oscilloscopes also integrate a full suite of connectivity standards, including frontand back-panel USB ports, GPIB, LAN, and XGAout. The 5000 Series oscilloscopes are available now. They start at $4,050 for the DSO5012A.
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS CONNECTOR FAMILY ENABLES FAST MEZZANINE CONNECTIONS The new MicroSpeed connectors, available in a variety of different heights, are ideal for high-speed data transfer in telecom and datacom applications. The 1-mm modular shielded SMT connector system consists of two contact rows and two outwardly arranged shield plates. With the availability of different height versions of the male (1, 2, 9, and 10 mm) and female (4, 6, 8, and 10 mm) connectors, it is possible to create 16 different stacking heights from 5 mm to 20 mm. A major advantage is the multiple-connector mating capability based on the high-mating tolerance that allows the mating of more than one connector pair at the same time. For impedance purposes, the longitudinal pitch of MicroSpeed connectors is 1 mm and the transverse pitch is 1.5 mm. The differential signal pairs can be arranged horizontally or vertically. Optimized crosstalk behavior is achieved with a vertical (transverse to longitudinal direction) configuration of the signal pairs, and the pairing arrangement of signal and shield contact pairs. While the signal contacts are made in SMT, the user can select between two terminal options for the shielding, depending on the application: SMT or THR connection. The shielding pins also assure robust strain relief of the connector. The length of the connector modules is 27 mm with 50 signal contacts and two shield plates. They can be easily lined up with virtually no loss of board space. Large-volume prices start at $9.50 for a mated connector pair.



ERNI Electronics www.erni.com



We Listen. Think. And Create. Distributed I/O



Digital I/O



SeaLINK USB serial adapters are the fastest, most reliable way to connect peripherals to any USB-equipped computer.



Serial I/O



Industrial Computing



HMI



SeaLINK USB Serial Adapters Provide:



• 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16-Port Models • RS-232, RS-422, and RS-485 Serial Interfaces • Data Rates to 921.6K bps • State Machine Architecture to Reduce Host Processor Overhead • Operation as Standard COM Ports to the Host Computer • Lifetime Warranty



SERIALIZER/DESERIALIZER FOR PORTABLE ELECTRONICS WITH CAMERAS



The FIN212AC is the first μSerDes device specifically designed for serializing high-speed signals in multimegapixel resolution CMOS and CCD image sensors. Using proprietary CTL I/O for serializing up to 12 bits at speeds up to 40 MHz, the FIN212AC can be configured as a serializer or deserializer and is implemented in pairs. Patented CTL technology operates well in noisy RF environments by eliminating additional shielding required by similar high-speed signals while offering the industry’s lowest EMI (–110 dBM). The FIN212AC is especially beneficial when used in portable electronics with clamshell and slider form factors, where minimizing the number of signals across a hinge reduces board space and improves reliability. The FIN212AC offers selectable LVCMOS edge rates and pulse widths to increase design flexibility while minimizing EMI. These specialized features allow the designer to tune the FIN212AC to a particular frequency range and enable implementations for both RGB and microcontroller interfaces without requiring software modifications. Although it primarily targets 8- to 12-bit camera interfaces in cell phones, the FIN212AC is also well suited for applications with similar parallel interfaces with up to 12 bits, such as laptops with integrated web cams, VOIP phones, and security cameras. Featuring ultra-low, Power-down mode (about 0.1 μA) when not transmitting data, the FIN212AC is an extremely low-power solution for conserving battery life in portable applications. The FIN212AC costs $1.49 (BGA) and $1.30 (MLP).



Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. www.fairchildsemi.com



F CUS On Success
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS TILT SWITCH BOOSTS SENSITIVITY TO SMALL CHANGES The DSA01 is a new combination tilt/sensor switch. The DSA01, which is triggered when tilted beyond ±10° of the horizontal, brings unique sensitivity to small angle changes. Engineered to replace mercury and pendulum switches, the DSA01 is environmentally friendly and contains no mercury. In addition, the switch features a sealed body construction that ensures high-contact reliability. The switch is cylindrical, measuring 29.3 mm in length and with a diameter of 11.5 mm. An optional PCB adaptor is available to simplify the assembly. The PCB adaptor eases mounting by securely housing the DSA01. The DSA01 tilt switch is a single-pole single-throw maintained circuit. It has an On angle range of 10° to 170° and an Off range of 190° to 350°, allowing 500 ms of settling time between states. The resistive load is 0.1 A at 12 VDC. The mechanical life and electrical life are rated at 100,000 operations minimum. The DSA01 housing is constructed of PBT material. Rubber rings are nitrile butadiene rubber. The contact balls and terminals are brass with nickel plating. The operating temperature range is –10° to 70°C. The switch is rated to withstand 90% humidity for 96 h at 40°C.



Visit www.circuitcellar.com/npn for more New Product News.



ISOLATED CURRENT MEASUREMENT TRANSDUCER The Minisens is a miniature integrated circuit transducer for AC and DC isolated current measurement up to 100 kHz. This new component offers full isolation (no optocouplers required) and high sensitivity (from 20 to 200 mV per amp of primary current) with no insertion losses. To reduce manufacturing costs, it is mounted directly onto a PCB as an SMD. Minisens integrates, in one mixed-signal ASIC, Hall-effect sensors with a magnetic concentrator to allow direct-current measurement without the need for an additional magnetic core. The noncontact measurement enables an almost unlimited current level, eliminating the need for current flow through the device. The only limiting factor is the thermal capacities of the primary conductor. The current can be carried either by a track (or tracks) located on a PCB underneath the Minisens or by a cable or bus bar under or above the IC. The unlimited design possibilities for the primary conductor allow current measurement of 70 A or higher. Many parameters of the ASIC can be configured by on-chip nonvolatile memory: adjustment of the transducer’s gain, offset, polarity, temperature drift, and gain algorithm (proportional to, or independent of VDD). Two outputs are available: one filtered to limit the noise bandwidth and one unfiltered to ensure a response time of less than 3 μs. The LEM Minisens costs $1.96 each for 1,000 pieces.



LEM www.lem.com



Introduces iLoad Capacitive Load Sensors with True USB connectivity



NKK Switches www.nkkswitches.com Plug and Sense Simplicity Digital Perfection



• Integrated signal conditioning • Digital USB or Analog 0-5 V output • Accuracies - 0.25% to 0.025% of FS



• Rugged stainless steel construction • Temperature compensated • Easy mounting features built in



www.loadstarsensors.com 650.938.4282 | [email protected] www.circuitcellar.com
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FEATURE ARTICLE



by Alexander Mann



MiniEmail A Compact MCU-Based Mail Client Alexander’s mail client system uses an Atmel ATmega32 microcontroller and a Microchip Technology ENC28J60 Ethernet controller to continually check for e-mail. When mail arrives, you can immediately read it on the system’s LCD and respond with a standard keyboard.



E



-mail is rightly regarded as one of the “killer applications” of our age. There’s no doubt that having the ability to send messages to anyone in the world has made a positive impact on our daily lives. With that said, it’s clear that even the fastest e-mail service is futile if you check your mailbox only once or twice per day. If you want to read your mail as soon as it arrives, the only feasible solution has been to keep your PC running all day so you can check for new mail on a regular basis. This is not the smartest solution. Not only can it get expensive, it can be annoying to listen to your PC’s fans run all day and night. In this article, I will present a new solution. My MiniEmail system is a compact microcontroller-based mail client (see Photo 1). The silent, easyto-use system doesn’t require a lot of power and it is immune to mail worms. Another advantage is the system’s short start-up time. If you want to write a quick e-mail but your PC is off, you can simply switch on the miniature e-mail client and start writing without having to wait for your PC to boot up and load the necessary applications. All you need is an Ethernet connection and the MiniEmail system.



sion, crystals, and latch out of Figure 1. The main components are an Atmel ATmega32 microcontroller and a Microchip Technology ENC28J60 Ethernet controller. Because a mail client is a piece of complex software, you need a fast microcontroller that has a considerable amount of program space. The MiniEmail system uses almost all of the ATmega32’s features, including the SPI, internal EEPROM and SRAM, counters, USART interface, sleep modes, all 32 I/O lines, and most of the 32 KB of program memory. The ENC28J60 is a stand-alone Eth-



ernet controller that provides basic functionality for transmitting frames over an Ethernet connection. It has 8 KB of built-in SRAM, which can be divided into transmit and receive buffers as desired, and it provides several interrupt sources (e.g., when new packets have arrived). The ATmega32 also has 128 KB of external SRAM connected as well as an LCD, which is a standard module with a resolution of 128 × 64 pixels. Take a look at the ATmega32’s pin connections in Figure 2. Ports A and C are used as 8-bit-wide general I/O ports, one of which is latched using an



HARDWARE The hardware for the MiniEmail system is inexpensive. It cost me about $50. The LCD is the most expensive part. To keep things simple, I left the system’s power supply, 5- to 3.3-V conver-
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Photo 1—The complete MiniEmail system includes an LCD, a keyboard, and several connections. CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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Figure 1—This is a block diagram of MiniEmail’s hardware. The arrows indicate the directions of data flow between the devices. (The rounded boxes indicate parts that do not sit on the circuit board.)



NXP Semiconductors 74HC573. The two ports provide data connections to the LCD and SRAM (U3). For the SRAM, you need three additional wires: write (*RAM_WR), read strobe (*RAM_RD), and the seventeenth bit of the address (ADDR16). The LCD connector (CON1) uses five additional wires (for the signals CS1, CS2, DI, EN, and RW). CS1 and CS2 are taken from the general I/O port A (DATA6 and DATA7) and determine which of the two halves of the LCD is selected (i.e., the two controllers on the LCD module you are talking to). RW (where you can use ADDR16 again) sets the direction of the LCD access (read or write). DI describes the type of instruction sent to the LCD. EN is the enable signal for read and write cycles. For the keyboard, you need only two pins: KEY_DATA and KEY_CLOCK. The clock signal must be connected to an external interrupt pin, INT1. One additional wire is needed to switch the latch (LE). You are left with eight I/O pins on the ATmega32’s ports B and D. RXD and TXD are connected to a MAX232, an RS-232 level converter that also provides the negative supply voltage needed for the LCD (LCD_VOUT in Figure 2). The ATmega32’s USART functionality is used as a debugging interface. It isn’t needed for normal operation. The ATmega32 and ENC28J60 communicate via their SPIs. Because you www.circuitcellar.com



ENC28J60, together with its peripherals, is in the top-right corner of the circuit board. Moving from left to right on top, there are two wires for the 5-V supply voltage, the PS/2 connector for the keyboard, the nine-pin connector for the USART interface, and the RJ-45 Ethernet connector in the top-right corner. An ISP10-compatible connector (on the bottom right) is used for the in-system programming of the ATmega32 microcontroller. The LCD is connected to the circuit board via a 16-pin connector. (You need two additional wires from the pin header next to the ATmega32. This is actually a design error and not recommended for reproduction. You should use an 18-pin connector.) There are three LED status indicators. The red one next to the ISP10 connector is illuminated when the ISP interface is active. The green and the red LEDs next to the ENC28J60 blink when packets are received (red) and sent (green).



need the Atmega32’s SPI pins MOSI, MISO, and SCK for in-system programming, they are multiplexed with a 74HC4053. As long as reset is active, pins five to seven on port B of the Atmega32 are connected to the ISP10 connector via the 74HC4053; otherwise, they are connected to the SOFTWARE ENC28J60’s SPI. The ENC28J60 needs The firmware for this project is posta supply voltage of 3.3 V provided by a ed on the Circuit Cellar FTP site. I 3.3-V voltage regulator (U2), but it is wrote the firmware in C language 5-V compatible, so you can connect it with a few small parts of inline assemdirectly to the ATmega32’s outputs. In bler. I used the open-source software the opposite direction, you need a suite WinAVR, which includes the level conversion, which is done by a GNU GCC compiler with special 74HCT08 (U1) for the interrupt signal, libraries for AVR devices and avrdude, which is connected to the ATmega32’s a tool for the in-system programming INT0 INPUT pin. The rest of the cirof AVR microcontrollers. cuit concerning the ENC28J60 is The firmware must be compiled taken from its datasheet. using the -Os option, which optiThe PWM pin (PB3 on the ATmega32) is used to adjust the brightness of the LCD’s backlight. This feature is used to switch off the backlight in Standby mode and flash the backlight to alert you when new e-mail arrives. Photo 2 shows the circuit board without the cables, which are normally connected to it. The ATmega32 Photo 2—Take a look at the circuit board. To provide a better overview, I removed is in the middle. The the cables normally connected to it. CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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mizes the code for size. This is important. Otherwise, the compiled code would be about 50% larger—too large to fit in the program memory. At the moment, the code (optimized)



is 30 KB.



USER INTERFACE The user interface consists of three control elements: menus, edit fields,



and an elaborate text editor. A special screen (the Mail Menu) enables you to quickly browse through your mailbox. After power-up, the system displays a greeting message. After a short



Figure 2—Here’s the complete schematic for the MiniEmail. The LF1S022 is the RJ-45 connector for the Ethernet connection.
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Photo 3—This is a screenshot of MiniEmail’s main menu. In the upper-right corner, a clock shows the current time, which is retrieved from the Internet. An arrow to the left of the menu items indicates the selected item.



while, the Main menu appears (see Photo 3). The Compose Mail, Check Mailbox, and Configuration submenus form a hierarchical menu structure (see Figure 3). When the other items listed beneath the respective menu titles in the diagram are activated (e.g., start the text editor), they enable you to input data, such as a username and password, or retrieve mail from the mail server. “Standby” is the only action that is accessible directly from the main menu. All other actions are grouped by function in the submenus. The text editor is the part of the software that you will probably spend most of your time with. It is used for writing mail and reading it in Readonly mode, where no alteration of the text is possible. Therefore, it has to be as easy to use as possible. I implemented all the basic features you would normally take for granted in an ordinary text editor, but when you try to write such routines for the first time, it is much more involved than you’d expect. The text editor supports the dynamic word-wrapping and scrolling of the text using the arrow keys. You can also use the Page Up and Page Down buttons if you want to browse through the text quickly. A scrollbar on the right border indicates the cursor’s position in the text. You can choose between Overwrite and Insert modes, and there is a simple method to cut and paste text blocks. During text editing, the entire LCD is used to display the text, so up to 168 characters can be shown at a time. That isn’t much. One of the first items on my to-do list is adding a larger display.



WRITING MAIL With respect to the firmware, send-
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ing mail is much easier than reading it, so let’s first focus on the Compose Mail menu. The first item in the menu starts the text editor so you can enter the body of your letter. You then enter the recipient’s mailing address and the subject of your e-mail, just like you would do when sending e-mail from your PC. Additional fields, such as CC or BCC are not included, but since this requires only one more line in the header of the mail, it is not difficult. Your e-mail also needs a reply address, so the recipient knows who sent the mail. The reply address is normally the same for all of the messages you write. The text you enter in this edit field is stored in the ATmega32’s EEPROM, so you don’t have to type it every time you write a letter. After you select the last menu item, “Send” initiates the dispatch of the mail and displays a message that indicates whether or not it was successful.



CHECKING FOR MAIL What makes this part more sophisticated is the ability to handle not only one e-mail at a time, but also fetch mail from the server. The system can determine which messages are new and which messages have been read. It can also extract data such as the sender, subject, or sent date from the header of the mail and then display the information. The amount of mail the firmware can handle is limited by the size of the external SRAM. The maximum number of e-mails is currently 1,024. (If you’ve got more mail, you will be so busy answering it that you won’t have time to build your own MiniEmail client—or you should delete some old mail). Note that 1,024 is the number of unique identifiers that the system can remember. The server assigns a unique identifier to each piece of mail. The system uses the identifiers to keep track of which letters are new on the server, which have already been read, and which have been marked for deletion. All of the header data for all of the 1,024 messages cannot be held in SRAM at once; only the most recent (about 50) mail headers are held. When you want to browse through older e-mails, CIRCUIT CELLAR®



the firmware automatically reconnects to the server and fetches the headers of the next 50 e-mails. When you select Check Mailbox in the main menu, you get to a submenu where you can retrieve and read mail. Before you can collect your mail, you must enter your username and password, which can be stored in EEPROM for your convenience. The firmware then retrieves the headers and displays the Mail Menu, where you can browse through your e-mail (see Photo 4). Apart from the size and the date, the first 42 characters of the subject and the mail sender are shown. In the first row, additional icons indicate (from left to right) whether a message is new, has been marked for deletion, or has been read. You can view the content of the selected message by pressing Return. When the mail is fetched from the server, it is prepared for viewing. The header and HTML tags, as well as long runs of the same character, are stripped from the mail and base64 decoding (used to encode 8-bit characters) is performed, so the content of the message is as readable as plain text. Binary attachments (e.g., images) can’t be handled. Following this, the mail is viewed in the text editor (with editing disabled). A similar action is performed when you press “r” in the Mail Menu. In that case, you can edit the text so you can add your reply. Leaving the text editor will bring you back to the Send Mail menu, where the reply address and subject will be filled in so your mail will be clear for take-off. To delete a message, simply press D to mark it for deletion. When you leave the Mail Menu, you will be asked to confirm the deletion of the



Photo 4—This is the so-called Mail Menu, where you can browse through your mailbox. Data from the mail header (e.g., the size of the mail, its date and subject, and the sender) are displayed. The small icons in the upper right give additional information. www.circuitcellar.com
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selected message. If necessary, the firmware will reconnect to the server and delete the e-mails. Additional actions are accessible from the Mail Menu. You can view the header of an e-mail (“h”), mark all the e-mail as read (“A”), and jump to the next new message (“n”).



CONFIGURATION MENU The Configuration menu enables you to change the settings for the Internet connection and view the version of the firmware you are using. Because you probably haven’t memorized the IP address of your mail provider, you can enter the domain names (e.g., pop3.mailprovider.net) of the mail servers. The firmware will resolve the DNS to the IP addresses, which are needed for the SMTP and POP3 connections. At the moment, my system has a hard-coded static IP because the DHCP routines, which allow clients to be assigned a dynamic IP by a DHCP server in the local network, did not fit into the flash memory. This is isn’t the best scenario, but it suffices for normal home use because I typically use the same IP address.



Before you start with the more involved routines handling the Internet connections, you must understand the code that controls the keyboard, the LCD, and the SRAM.



KEYBOARD INTERFACING Atmel’s application note entitled “AVR313: Interfacing the PC AT Keyboard” describes how to connect a standard PC AT keyboard to an ATmega32 using only two I/O pins, one external interrupt pin (INT1), and one general I/O pin. The keyboard interfacing in the MiniEmail system is based on the code example given in the application note, which allows the interrupt-based reception of bytes sent by the keyboard controller. I extended the code with a third lookup table for recognizing extended scan codes of keys, such as home and the arrow keys, a parity check, and the possibility of sending bytes in the opposite direction (i.e., sending commands to the keyboard). This is needed to control the keyboard’s status LED, which is not done by the keyboard controller itself. You can also use it to change keyboard parameters like the typematic rate, but at the moment I do not use this. The decoded keystrokes are stored in a small buffer. You don’t have to react to keystrokes immediately, but you can fetch the input from the keyboard when you are ready to do it using the getchar() function.



like RAM. Everything that is written to the RAM is immediately visible on the LCD. At the moment, the system uses a standard 64 × 128 dot-matrix graphic LCD. Because the LCD doesn’t have a built-in character set, you have to provide your own, which is contained in chars.h. The sram.c file contains the functions for writing to and reading from the 128 KB of external SRAM. In the external SRAM, you store (e.g., the text of incoming and outgoing mails) the IDs of the mails and the data extracted from the mail headers. The routines in lcd.c and sram.c are really straightforward, so I won’t discuss them in detail.



IMPORTANT STUFF



The functions that provide Internet functionality are in two files, enc28j60.c and internet.c. The first file contains the low-level routines for the ENC28J60 and the TCP/IP stack, whereas internet.c contains the applications based on these protocols (i.e., the implementation of the functions for retrieving and sending mails, implementation of the POP3 and SMTP protocols, the Mail Menu, etc.). If you have ever programmed a mail STAND-BY MODE client on a PC, you probably know the The last item in the main menu is post office protocol version 3 (POP3) the stand-by option. In Stand-by mode, and simple mail transfer protocol the LCD and its backlight are turned (SMTP), which are used to retrieve and off and the MiniEmail checks for new send e-mail over the Internet. When mail on a regular basis. When you have writing a mail client on a PC, these new mail, a message is presented on two protocols are all you need to know the LCD and the LCD’s backlight turns LCD & SRAM because the operating system does the on again. The LCD is more or less accessed rest (and most) of the work You can exit Standby mode for you. Unfortunately, there by pressing the Escape key. is no operating system on Any other key displays a Main menu your ATmega32, so you have message telling you how to build everything from many minutes you have left Compose mail scratch. As you can see in until the next automatic Check mailbox Edit text Configuration Delete text Retrieve mail Figure 4, there are many promail check is performed. Do DNS request Enter recipient Read mail Standby DNS => mail server tocols hidden beneath the Enter reply address Username firmware version Enter subject Password surface. CODE BASICS Send Your hardware, namely the Now that you understand Show ENC28J60, enables you to the user interface, let’s take a My IP send and receive frames over closer look at the firmware. Router MAC address an Ethernet connection, The backbone of the firmware SMTP server which constitutes the physiis contained in the memain.c POP3 server SNTP server cal layer. Everything on top and global.h files, including has to be done by the the Main menu, parts of the Figure 3—Study this diagram of the menu structure. Compose Mail, Check Mailbox, user interface, and the interfirmware (i.e., you have to Configuration, and Show are submenus that are accessible from the Main menu. The Standby item in the Main menu switches the MiniEmail system to Standby mode. rupt handlers. add the appropriate headers,
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Figure 4—These are the protocols implemented in the MiniEmail system’s firmware. The protocols are stacked on top of each other according to their dependencies. For instance, POP3 is based on TCP, which in turn enhances the functionality of IP, which in turn is equipped with the necessary Ethernet protocol header before it is finally sent over the physical connection.



calculate checksums, etc.). On the physical layer, network devices are addressed using their MAC addresses. Because you know only the domain names of the mail servers, you must first use the DNS protocol to translate the domain names to the corresponding IP addresses and then use the ARP protocol to translate the IP to the MAC address. Lastly, you can direct your packet. Before you can send your data, you have to wrap it using either the TCP or UDP protocol. The transmission control protocol (TCP) provides a stable connection to a remote host so you can be sure every packet sent reaches its target. You need this as the basis for the SMTP and POP3 protocol you are aiming at. The user datagram protocol (UDP) is much simpler and does not care if data gets lost or arrives in the wrong order, but you also need this, because DNS requests can be sent only via UDP. TCP packets, as well as UDP packets, are once again wrapped according to the Internet protocol and finally passed to the ENC28J60. Received packets have to be passed through all of the respective protocol handlers in reverse order. There are two more protocols in Figure 4. The Internet control message protocol (ICMP) is part of the IP family. It is used for diagnostics purposes. The simple network time protocol (SNTP) is even more useful to the MiniEmail system because it is needed to set its internal clock. Fortunately, I was not the first to try to teach a microcontroller the language of the Internet. The Internet-related portion of the firmware is based on version 0.9 of www.circuitcellar.com



Adam Dunkels’s uIP (www.sics.se/~adam /uip/index.html). It’s a TCP/IP stack for microcontrollers written in C and published under a BSD-style license. It contains the complete layer structure, from the physical layer up to some example applications. I adapted the routines for ARP, ICMP, UDP, IP, and TCP to work with my network device, the ENC28J60, and added the other aforementioned protocols. In order to use the 8 KB of SRAM in the ENC28J60, only the first part of received packets containing the protocol headers is loaded to the ATmega32’s internal SRAM. After processing the header, and only if the packet has been accepted, the payload of the packet is passed to the respective application, thus avoiding the need for a dedicated buffer for incoming packets.



OUTLOOK I hadn’t imagined how many details would need to be considered when I started this project more than a year ago. It has been a very interesting and challenging project. It has also been a lot of fun. The MiniEmail system provides all of the basics for communicating via email, but such a project is never really finished. There are still dozens of items on my to-do list. Fortunately, the ATmega32 can be replaced with a new member of the AVR family, the Atmel ATmega644, which is pin-compatible to the ATmega32 and has twice the flash memory (and internal SRAM). That will provide enough space for many of my new ideas. I want to get rid of the static IP address, add CC and BCC fields, use a bigger display or a smaller (variable-width) font, improve the filtering and display of mail content and attachments, and add an address book (it would be best in combination with an additional external EEPROM with an SPI, such as the AT25256). This project proves, rather impressively, that the ATmega32 and the ENC28J60 are a powerful combination. They can be used for many useful Internet applications. My e-mail client system is surely one of the most exciting. I can think of many other interesting possibilities. At the moment, my MiniEmail assembly CIRCUIT CELLAR®



serves as an online thermometer so I can check my room’s temperature from anywhere in the world. Let me know if you have any other ideas. I Alexander Mann studies Physics at the Georg-August-Universität in Göttingen, Germany. His interests include electronics and programming. You can contact him at [email protected]. To make sure your e-mail gets past the spam filters, use the message form at www.cip.physik.uni-goettingen.de/ ~alemann/msgforme.php.



PROJECT FILES To download code, go to ftp://ftp. circuitcellar.com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/ 2007/204.
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FEATURE ARTICLE



by Carlos Cossio



Internet Password Manager With this ATmega168-based password managing system, you can enter, display, and securely store all of your passwords and usernames. The handy device connects to your PC via a software-controlled USB interface.



I



used to surf the Internet every day to look for the latest information about my favorite topics. Nowadays, more and more web pages rely on login schemes that prompt me to enter a previously registered username and a valid password. At first, because my memory is not particularly good at remembering long strings of numbers and letters, I used either the same login information for all my web accounts, or I used simple passwords that I could easily remember. Unfortunately, I learned that this was not the best solution, and I was putting valuable information at risk. To prevent those situations, I wanted an external device I could attach to my PC through a convenient interface that could securely store all pair combina-



tions of usernames and passwords and keep them readily available. Although there are already several solutions on the market, they are mostly softwarebased and can be easily counterfeited with spyware or worms. In this article, I’ll describe how I designed an Internet password-manager (see Photo 1). The system can store many usernames and passwords in a Java Card smart card, which is one of the most secure methods of storing confidential information. Whenever a dialog box requests a username and password in an application or web browser, security features can be found on the externally attached device that will automatically complete the username and password fields for you, as if you were entering them.



JAVA CARD APPLET



Photo 1—This is the Internet password manager in action. Just plug it into your PC’s USB port, insert your smart card, and you will have Internet login information at your fingertips.
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In my article “Mobile Phone Book,” I described the internal workings of smart cards (Circuit Cellar 190, 2006). I focused on the SIM smart card, which is used in many mobile phones. Other useful smart cards are available from manufactures such as Gemalto, Oberthur Card Systems, and Sagem Orga. Essentially, Java Card technology enables programs written in the Java programming language to run on smart cards and other resource-constrained devices. Applications written for the Java Card platform are referred to as “applets.” Java Card applets should not be confused with Java applets just because they are both called applets. A Java Card applet is a Java program that CIRCUIT CELLAR®



adheres to a set of conventions that allow it to run within the Java Card runtime environment. A Java Card applet is not intended to run within a browser. The name applet was chosen for Java Card applications because Java Card applets can be loaded into the Java Card runtime environment after the card has been manufactured. Unlike applications in many embedded systems, applets do not need to be burned into ROM during the manufacturing process. They can be dynamically downloaded onto the card at a later time. Every applet is implemented by creating a subclass of the javacard.frame work.applet class. The Java Card runtime environment (JCRE) invokes the methods Install, Select, Process, or Deselect. They are all defined in the base applet class when it wants to install, select, or deselect the applet or ask the applet to process an application protocol data unit (APDU) command. The methods that any applet should have are listed below in the order in which they are invoked by the JCRE during applet creation and execution. The Install method is a static method used to create an instance of the applet subclass. The Register method is used by the applet to register the applet with the JCRE and assign the default AID to the applet instance. The Select method enables you to inform the applet that it has been selected. The Process method enables you to instruct the applet to process an incoming APDU command. And www.circuitcellar.com



I decided against developfinally, the Deselect method Internet password ing my own soft-USB soluis used to inform the currentmanager applet tion and integrating one of ly selected applet that anoththe proven and freely availer (or the same) applet will be able solutions for the selected (see Figure 1). Install (…) Register (…) Select (…) Process (…) Deselect (…) ATmega168. I am aware of at The JCRE calls the Install least two possible implemenmethod to create an applet tations of the software USB instance. The applet instance Read Update Seek Check Verify PIN Change PIN peripheral. One, provided by is registered with the JCRE record record record record APDU APDU APDU APDU APDU APDU Igor Cesko, is available as an using the register method. application note on Atmel’s When receiving a SELECT Figure 1—The applet running inside the Java Card is developed using a subset web site. Another solution APDU, the JCRE first checks of the Java programming language from Sun Microsystems. The development was written by Christian whether an applet is already tools are freely available from the Sun web site (www.sun.com). Starkjohann of Objective selected. If one is selected, Development Software. I chose the the JCRE deselects the current applet er’s standpoint. However, the brand Objective Development Software using the deselect method. In the Desnew computer models that are shipapproach because of all the customizelect method, the applet performs any ping today lack this interface. In fact, able code that was written in ANSI-C, cleanup or bookkeeping work before it the PS2 port is found only on legacy which makes it easier to maintain. is inactive. The JCRE then selects the computers. So, it was clear that if I The modular concept made for easy new applet with the Select method. wanted to use this device in every integration into my existing design, The applet performs any initialization computer, I needed to use the ubiquithe performance was very good, the necessary in the Select method. tous USB interface. standards conformance was well docuAfter a successful selection, each At this point, I had several options APDU (including the SELECT APDU) for implementing the USB interface on mented with a description of limitations and potential problems, and it is delivered to the active applet via a my password-manager device. On one was freely available with an opencall to its Process method. The hand, I could use one of the many source license. Process method is an essential method commercially available chips that deal in the applet class. It processes APDU with the USB port as if I were dealing commands and provides an applet’s with a standard RS-232 port. On the ALPHANUMERIC KEYPAD functions (see Table 1). other hand, I could choose an When you work with passwords, The Install, Select, Deselect, and advanced microcontroller with builtyou cannot limit yourself to numeric Process methods are applet-entryin USB support. Both options had the characters. You need to support point methods. They are invoked by disadvantage of increased complexity, alphanumeric characters to make it the JCRE at the appropriate state of and therefore an increased price. harder for the attacker to guess the applet creation and execution. The I went with a USB implementation password by means of brute-force base applet class provides only the into a low-cost microcontroller attacks. Once again, there are multiple default behavior for these methods. through emulating the USB protocol possibilities to enter alphanumerical An applet needs to override some or in the microcontroller’s firmware. The information. One solution is to use all of these methods to implement its main design challenge was obtaining the PC keyboard, but due to the fact functions. sufficient speed. The USB bus is quite that you are dealing with sensitive fast with a low speed of 1.5 Mbps, a data, the approach is not recommendfull speed of 12 Mbps, and a high ed to avoid interference from any spyPS2 OR USB? speed of 480 Mbps. The Atmel ware or virus software that could I first thought about using the PS2 ATmega168 microcontroller is fully catch the confidential information interface to connect the device to the capable of meeting the speed requireduring the updating process. computer because it is easier to use ments of low-speed USB only. From a security standpoint, the best than the USB port from the developsolution is an isolated keyboard. But, how can you implement an alphanuMethod Description meric keyboard using just a numeric VerifyPIN (…) This method checks the PIN. keypad? Make the keypad work exactChangePIN (…) This method allows the PIN of the smart card to be changed. ly like the keypad found on any celluReadRecord (…) This method allows the retrieval of the specified record number. lar phone. Every numeric key is UpdateRecord (…) This method allows the specified record number to be updated. assigned a subset of possible characSeekRecord (…) This method allows the search of a specific record, either forward or backward, from the ters to display depending on the numspecified record number. ber of key presses sensed within a CheckRecord (…) This method allows the search of the first nonblank record, either forward or backward, time frame (see Table 2). from the specified record number. It is possible to enter lowercase letTable 1—These are the various methods used to implement the APDU commands that the Java Card can understand. ters and uppercase letters. Capital letwww.circuitcellar.com
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Keypad key number
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Table 2—Depending on the key presses, it is possible to enter alphanumerical data and special characters using a standard numeric keypad. There are up to nine levels.



ters are entered by pressing the key several times, until the first uppercase letter appears on the display. By default, lowercase letters are entered first, since most passwords are casesensitive and small letters are used more frequently. Figure 2 shows the algorithm used by the firmware to enter alphanumeric data.



with the help of a text editor). After pressing the function key labeled “A” (also referred to as “View menu”), the LCD shows the first ID stored in the smart card, if available. The username and password are not shown on the LCD for security reasons. You can browse the next and previous records by pressing the A and B function keys, respectively. Once



PASSWORDS AT WORK When you plug the Internet password manager system into a PC’s USB port, a welcome message is displayed on the LCD for several seconds. After that, the display prompts you to insert a card (see Figure 3). When you insert a smart card into the slot, the password manager automatically requests the verification of the card’s PIN to prove that only you can use your card. The PIN is four digits long and entered using the keypad’s numerical keys. You have three attempts to verify the PIN. After the third unsuccessful attempt, the PIN is locked and it is necessary to unlock the PIN with the PUK (PIN unlock key). If PIN verification is successful, the password manager device displays the main menu. Upon PIN verification, the system displays the main menu, so that the function keys on the keypad (A, B, C, and D) are available for you to select an option, such as browsing through all the IDs stored in the card, finding a specific ID, adding or deleting an ID, and performing card maintenance (e.g., changing the PIN of the card or making a backup of all your stored records to a PC through the USB connection
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Figure 2—The algorithm used to enter alphanumerical data is a replica of the behavior found on the keypads of many mobile phones. It allows you to enter lowercase, uppercase, and special characters within a very intuitive user interface. CIRCUIT CELLAR®



the selected ID is shown, it is possible to send the username and the password to the requesting dialog box by pressing the pound key (#). Pressing the function key labeled “B” (also referred to as “Find menu”) enables you to search for a specific ID in the card. It is not necessary to write the full ID name. Typing the first characters is enough. Pressing the function key labeled “C” (also referred to as “Edit menu”) brings up a submenu that enables you to enter a new ID in the card or delete the previously stored IDs. By pressing the “A” key (if there is space available in the smart card), the device will ask for the new ID label, username, and password. It will then save the new record, which will be the defaultselected ID, the next time you browse through the different IDs. On the other hand, by pressing the “B” key, you can delete a complete record, but it is necessary to write the full ID to ensure that accidental deletions are prevented. Pressing the function key labeled “D” (also referred to as “Card menu”) brings up another submenu that allows the card’s PIN to be changed or makes a backup of all the records stored. By pressing “A” again, the PIN in the smart card can be changed. To do this, the password manager device asks for the current PIN and the new PIN (the PIN is four digits long). The PIN is changed only if the verification of the current PIN is successful; otherwise, the PIN remains unchanged. However, by pressing “B,” it is possible to backup all the records. The device waits for another key press to www.circuitcellar.com



start sending the complete list through the USB. Because the password manager is emulating a standard keyboard, it is possible to store the received data with the help of a text editor (without a special application). You can go back to the main menu at any time by pressing the asterisk key (*). Additionally, if you withdraw the card during operation, the device will start the authentication process again, prompting you to insert the card and verify the PIN again. So, it is possible to have more than one active smart card and make changes on the fly without restarting the system. This enables you to have one smart card for all passwords used in the office and at home.
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The hardware design is built around the ATmega168 (see Photo 2). Its platform has the small footprint required for this
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Figure 3—Here is a flowchart of the main menu showing the different options available once the PIN of the Java Card has been successfully verified. If the card is removed at any time, it is necessary to proceed again with a user authentication.
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application. Because of the low power consumption, it is possible to power the design through the USB port, so it is not necessary to use an external power supply or a battery. The smart card interface is a special socket needed to interface the smart card to the ATmega168’s USART0 (see Figure 4). It uses a 4,9152-MHz oscillator to get a communication data rate of 12,711 bps on the I/O line of the smart card. There is a strange data rate because the smart card communicates at 9,600 bps when it is clocked at 3.57 MHz. Even though many UARTs cannot gen-
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erate strange data rates, this is not a problem for the ATmega168, which can generate a stable communication speed, programming the data rate generator accordingly. The LCD is a standard 2 × 16 display compatible with the industry-standard Hitachi LCD controller. It is connected to the ATmega168 with a 4-bit bus configuration to save I/O lines. The 16-key multiplexed keypad is used to enter numerical and alphanumerical data when requested by the device. In order to save I/O lines, the keypad is connected to the ATmega168’s analog input ADC through a resistor ladder. The resistor network values are chosen so that the impedance drop is proportionally distributed among all keys in increments of 500 Ω. To ensure good keypad reliability, choose all the resistors as precision resistors of 1% tolerance. Even though the voltage drop is not proportionally distributed between all the keys, thanks to the ADC’s 12 bits of resolution, it is possible to distinguish all the keys, simplifying the keypad interface.
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Photo 2—A close-up view of the Internet password manager’s internal circuitry. The hardware is so simple because all the complexity dealing with the display, keypad, smart card, and USB interface has been moved to the software side.



The USB interface is accomplished through software emulation. USB lines DATA+ and DATA- must be wired to the same I/O port. Line DATA- must be wired to bit 0. DATA+ must also be connected to INT0. DATA- requires a pull-up of 2.2 kΩ to 5 V to be identified as a low-speed USB device. DATA+ is used as an interrupt source instead of DATAbecause it does not trigger keep-alive and reset states. No UART, timer,
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input-capture unit, or other special hardware is required (except one edgetriggered interrupt). Additionally, the ATmega168 must be clocked at 12 MHz, so it is necessary to specify the speed grade of the microcontroller when ordering it. It is also possible to use over clocking with low-speed AVR devices, but it is not recommended since there are highspeed components available at a reasonable price. There is an activity LED to signal data transmission on the I/O line of the smart card. Finally, there is an in-system programming port (ISP) to update flash memory if additional updates or enhancements are planned in the future.



SOFT-USB The USB’s physical interface consists of four wires: two for powering the external device (VCC and GND) and two signal wires (DATA+ and DATA-). The power wires give approximately 5 V and a maximum of 500 mA. The ATmega168 can be supplied from the VCC and GND. The signal wires named
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(which are normally the inverse of each other) are at a logical “0” level for two bit times. The received byte also must be stored and a buffer overflow check must be performed every 8 data bits.



HID Implementing a USB device that conforms to the human interface device (HID) specification is particularly useful if you develop for PC computers. Every vendor-class device requires a kernel driver, but the HID class driver is built into Windows. This means that you do not need an installer or a custom driver. Since Internet password manager devices try to emulate the keystrokes of a standard keyboard, you don’t need special software on the host computer. The main advantage of a HID-compliant Figure 4—Here is a schematic of the main board based on the ATmega168 microcontroller. All of the microcontroller’s resources are device is you don’t need used to minimize the number of ICs present in the design. a custom kernel driver on Windows. This means that you can start the control1.5-Mbps bit stream must be decoded. DATA+ and DATA- handle the communication between the computer and the For the ATmega168 clocked at 12 MHz, ling software application without installation by an administrator. device. Signals on the wires are bidireceight CPU cycles are for each bit. As a Since other operating systems also tional. Voltage levels are differential. RISC processor, the AVR executes include a kernel driver for USB HID When DATA+ is at a high level, DATAmost instructions in one clock cycle. devices, this advantage is not just for is at a low level. But there are some This gives the firmware about eight Windows. It allows the use of an cases in which DATA+ and DATA- are instructions to do the following operaInternet password manager in other at the same level, like end of packet tions on each bit. environments. The main disadvan(EOP). Therefore, in the firmware-driven In NRZI decoding, a “1” is encoded tage is the added complexity because USB implementation, it is necessary to as no change of the data lines. A “0” you need to understand how report be able to sense or drive both signals. is encoded as a change. Decoding can be descriptors are built and you must done by a negative exclusive OR operaAccording to the USB standard, the tion between the current status and the conform to the framework defined by signal wires must be driven high the HID specification. previous one (eight cycles earlier). between 3 and 3.6 V, while the VCC Writing your own driver gives you supported by the USB host is 4.4 to Bitstuff decoding is performed to much more flexibility and less com5.25 V. So, if the microcontroller is pow- preserve synchronization during long plexity, but you must install a kernel sequences of “1.” A “0” (change of ered directly from the USB lines, then data lines) is inserted every six consec- driver on Windows. For more informathe data lines must pass through a level tion, visit www.usb.org/developers/hid utive “1” bits. This “stuffed” bit must converter to compensate for the differpage. The idea behind the HID specifibe removed during reception. ent voltage levels, the reason for the In end of packet recognition, the end cation is to define a wide range of senZener diodes at 3.3 V in the data lines. For a USB 1.1-compatible low-speed of a packet is notified by an “SE0” con- sors, buttons, and lights that you might device firmware implementation, a dition. This means that both data lines want to connect to an application pro-
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gram. The USB implementer forum’s universal serial bus HID usage tables specify hundreds of usages. HID does not necessarily mean keyboards, mice, and joysticks. Any device that requires only a moderate transfer rate can be designed as a HID. The HID deal is a two-way bargain. Both the HID device and the Windows application must agree to use particular



codes in the HID specification. Like most complex specifications, the HID documentation is Password Manager.c rough going. You need to understand only about 1% of the specification to make your device LCD.c HID.c KeyPad.c SmartCard.c work. The rub is, which 1%? The trick to implementing a USBDrv.c ISO7816.c ADC.c USBDrvasm.S HID is not understanding everyATmega168 Microcontroller thing in the HID specification, but understanding exactly which Figure 5—The module hierarchy in the software design is fairly simsubset of the specification you ple. There are different layers of complexity. Each microcontroller need and which is actually supperipheral has its own driver in a separate source file. ported by Windows. You will not find the latter in the HID specification itself. You need to check Microsoft’s documentation. A HID-compliant peripheral communicates with Windows by sending reports. The main HID design task is to invent a report format that conveys the intent of your control to the operating system. The HID report descriptor was built using the HID_tool program (available at www.usb.org). Do not even think about trying to figure out the actual hex values. The tools do it for you. The system’s firmware returns this table to the host when the host issues a Get_Descriptor-Report request. I use a simplified keyboard report descriptor, which does not support the boot protocol. In addition, it does not allow setting status LEDs, and only one simultaneous key press (except modifiers) is allowed. Therefore, I can use short 2-byte input reports. The report descriptor was created with usb.org’s HID Descriptor Tool. (It can be downloaded from www.usb.org/developers/hidpage.) Redundant entries (i.e., LOGICAL_MINIMUM and USAGE_PAGE) have been omitted for the second INPUT item. main.c



FIRMWARE DESIGN For development tools, I developed all the firmware with the help of Atmel AVR Studio 4 with Service Pack 2. Unfortunately, the C compiler is not included as a standard feature. However, it has support built in for the opensource avr-gcc compiler. The avr-gcc compiler can be configured easily with the help of the WinAVR 20050214 distribution package. To download the WinAVR distribution package for Win-
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dows, visit http://winavr.sourceforge. net/download.html. The firmware for the Internet password manager requires the installation of avr-gcc and avr-libc (a C-library for the ATmega168). Before downloading the firmware, it is necessary to configure the device for an external crystal by programming the device fuses accordingly. All the software has been developed in a modular and hierarchical way in C language so maintenance and improvements are fairly simple to do (see Figure 5). A description of the modules and the functions included in every module is posted on the Circuit Cellar FTP site.



PROTECT YOURSELF The need for Internet security has increased dramatically due to a variety of fraudulent activities, such as identity theft, phishing attacks, and so on. My handy device allows you to protect valuable information, and it gives you the security needed to perform transactions online successfully.
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You have learned how to enter alphanumeric information with a multiplexed keypad using the microcontroller’s ADC with a sophisticated algorithm to enter alphanumeric data like you do on your cellular phone. You have also learned how to exchange information using a modern USB interface, without dedicated hardware, based only on the raw performance of the ATmega168. I



Carlos Cossio ([email protected]) has a B.S. in Physics from the University of Cantabria in Spain. He is a senior embedded systems engineer with more than 10 years of experience designing trusted security platforms. In his spare time, Carlos enjoys repairing and bringing old electronic equipment to life.



PROJECT FILES To download code, go to ftp://ftp. circuitcellar.com/pub/Circuit_Cellar/ 2007/204.
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FEATURE ARTICLE



by Albert Tran, Andrew Kwan, Kevin Brown, & Jason Vangilst



Motion Tracking and Analysis System This group of designers combined their passion for billiards and embedded systems to design a pool tutorial system. The system tracks the motion of the balls on a pool table and provides visual shot suggestions and predictions.



I



f you have a group of guys who are viding visual feedback. Thus, our porting the ITU-R 656 video format, really keen on billiards and have a full pool tutorial system is an invaluable two serial ports (SPORT), a UART load of engineering courses in the final tool for beginners. controller, 12 timers, 48 general-puryear of their engineering program, you pose I/Os, and two 16-channel DMA have a big-time conflict. To resolve it, controllers. About 100 KB of fullSYSTEM OVERVIEW you have three choices: spend all your To realize our design goals, we need- speed L1 SRAM (32 KB of instructime studying and never have a life, tion, 64 KB of data, and 4 KB of ed a powerful digital signal processor spend all your time shooting pool and scratch) is in each core. Shared (DSP) capable of handling complex never get to have a career, or do what between the two cores is 128 KB of real-time video algorithms and intewe did and persuade a professor that a low-latency L2 memory. grating a wide array of peripherals. Dr. suitable design project should comWe developed the code with Analog Mike Smith, our project supervisor at bine your passion for billiards and Device’s Visual DSP++ integrated the University of Calgary, gave us an interest in embedded systems. software development and debugging Analog Devices ADSP-BF561 Blackfin We developed a pool tutorial system environment (IDDE), using both highEZ-KIT Lite. Targeting consumer, for beginners. The embedded system level C/C++ and Blackfin assembly multimedia, and DSP applications, tracks the motion of billiard balls on a language. The EZ-KIT came with a this evaluation kit incorporates pool table and provides visual shot sugUSB debugger unit to interface the onboard audio/video encoders, gestions to the user. Additional inforJTAG emulator port to the IDDE. Howaudio/video decoders, and 64 MB of mation, such as ball trajectory and ever, we sped up our development by SDRAM around a Blackfin high-perpath history, are also provided. borrowing one of Dr. Smith’s research formance dual-core DSP. In this article, we will explain how in-circuit emulators (HPPCI-ICE). The ADSP-BF561 contains two prowe designed and built the system. In cessing cores in a single package Our system comprises a pool table, addition, we’ll describe the basic (essentially two ADSP-BF533 DSPs), a standard camcorder, a TV, and the things you need to understand before each achieving clock speeds of up to DSP evaluation kit (see Figure 1). moving on to the required video pro600 MHz. The BF561 has a wide range The camcorder is mounted over the cessing. We will detail the image-proof onboard features, including two par- pool table. The video stream is sent cessing algorithms we developed to allel peripheral interfaces (PPIs) supto the DSP, which analyzes the video run the system with the limdata stream and ited memory on an Analog finds the locations Devices Blackfin ADSPof all the balls on BF561 processor, the issues the table. A live Video ADSP-BF561 TV Camera EZ-Kit we had developing the sysloop-back video outtem, and possible upgrades. put stream is sent The principle behind bilfrom the DSP to the Pool liards is quite simple: sink TV, which contains Table balls into the pockets. Howthe camcorder feed VDSP++ ever, mastering the game and additional visu4.5 (learning the ball physics and al feedback informatrajectories) can take years of tion in the form of practice. Our system reduces video graphic overthe learning curve for lays. This additional Figure 1—All the video processing is done on the DSP, but the EZ-KIT is connected to the PC novice pool players by proinformation convia the HPPCI-ICE for development and debugging. www.circuitcellar.com
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1 Vertical blanking



Horizontal blanking



20 Active video field 0 264 Vertical blanking 283 Active video field 1 525



Figure 2—ITU-R 656 formatting for an NTSC video frame. Depending on the protocol version, there may be more or less vertical blanking lines. However, in general, the combined active data resolution is 720 × 480 pixels. (Adapted from the ADSP-BF561 hardware reference manual.)



sists of shot suggestions and ballpath tracking.



VIDEO BASICS The Blackfin evaluation kit has an Analog Devices ADV7183 video decoder and an Analog Devices ADV7179 video encoder, which are compatible with different video standards. We will focus on explaining the configurations we used. The National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) provides video standards for North America, including the ITU-R 656 data protocol, which specifies how video data should be formatted and the timing characteristics of the signals. ITU-R 656 uses an interlaced method of transferring data in which a single frame of active video (what you see on your TV set) is divided into two fields: Field 0 and Field 1. Field 0 contains the odd numbered lines. Field 1 contains the even lines. An NTSC video frame consists of 525 lines with each line consisting of 858 2-byte pixels. Blanking sections (known as vertical-blanking and horizontal-blanking data) are embedded between each field and at the beginning of each line (see Figure 2). When a TV displays the data, the odd lines are scanned first, followed by the even lines. The interlaced method reduces flickering, which was common in older TV sets. The blanking sections act as time delays to ensure that the electron gun inside the TV has enough time to align to the correct pixel location.
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Therefore, the viewable resolution of a single video frame is 720 × 480 pixels. The ITU-R 656 standard requires the 4:2:2 YCrCb format. Uncompressed video requires one luminance (Y), one red chrominance (Cr), and one blue chrominance (Cb) value for each pixel (4:4:4 data format). In the 4:2:2 subsampling method, every four pixels contains four Y, two Cr, and two Cb values. Since the human eye is more sensitive to changes in luminance than changes in chrominance, the loss is relatively unnoticeable. The subsampling method is considered worthwhile due to a 33% memory reduction, compared to the minor visual data that is lost. That is why the 4:2:2 YCrCb method is preferred over the typical uncompressed RGB (red, green, blue) pixel format for video encoding. PPI controllers are also designed to receive the ITU-R 656 video format with various customizable options. They include receiving only active video data, V-blank data, or the entire field (active and V-blank data). Another option for PPI is to use “656-compliant” video formats, where the structure of the frame is similar, but the number of V-blank lines, active video lines, and active pixels per line can be defined by the user. Since we are trying to provide a live feed to an output TV, we configured PPI0 to receive the entire field of standard NTSC frames. One DMA channel is allocated to transfer video frames from PPI0 (which is hooked up to the video decoder data lines) to a buffer in SDRAM. Another DMA channel transfers frames from SDRAM to PPI1 (which is hooked up to the video encoder) for video output to the TV.



exceeding the size of the available internal memory. Processing directly on L3 is out of the question because memory access delays have a detrimental effect on system performance. To solve the problem, we divided Field 0 of the L3 frame into 15 sections, each containing 720 pixels by 16 lines. This means that the H-blank and the V-blank are ignored because they do not contain useful data. A total of four 22.5-KB buffers were set up in L2 memory—two for current-frame data and two for the background frame. (We will describe the usefulness of the background image later in this article.) To coordinate the transfer of data from L3 to L2 memory, we used the memory-DMA (MDMA) controllers. The dual four-channel MDMA controllers are independent from the two 16-channel DMA controllers available for peripheral devices. The four buffers in L2 are logically grouped into two blocks and used as ping-pong buffers (see Figure 3). While block 0 is used for video processing, block 1 is filled with the next partition by the MDMA controller. When video processing is done on block 0 and data transfer is finished on block 1, block 0 is used as memory space for the next section of data and processing is performed on block 1. This allows the Blackfin processor to perform instructions more efficiently because data transfer and video processing are occurring simultaneously. When using the dual DMA/MDMA controllers, maintaining full utilization of the DMA/MDMA buses is



VIDEO FRAME PROCESS The memory structure in the Blackfin is arranged into three sections: L1, L2, and L3. L3, external memory, runs at speeds up to 120 MHz. L2, internal memory that is shared between the two cores, runs at 300 MHz. Each core has its own 600-MHz L1 memory. The limited size of L1 and L2 is insufficient to contain the entire 858 pixel by 525 line video frame. Each video frame is 900 KB, CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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Figure 3—While the Blackfin processor is operating on block 0 current frame and background blocks buffers, the MDMA controller is transferring the next set of lines into block 1 buffers. www.circuitcellar.com
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Photo 1—Guide lines are drawn to help position the camera (a). Rails are marked in white by the calibration routine (b). Note that the camera is not perpendicular to the table surface because the system was in Albert’s low-ceiling room.



important. MDMA controller 1 (MDMA1) and MDMA2 each have two channels. The two MDMA controllers share the data bus on odd clock cycles. Using MDMA1 for currentframe block transfers and MDMA2 for background-frame block transfers avoided bus collisions and maintained full bus use. You should also consider making sure each of the L2 buffers is placed in different memory pages to avoid conflicts between the MDMA fill and core accesses during processing.



DRAWING ALGORITHMS Drawing algorithms were necessary to overlay lines, boxes, and circles on the screen. We performed simple calculations to find the correct location of the pixel values and modify the proper Y, Cr, and Cb values. To provide user feedback, each detected ball was highlighted by drawing a box around it. Rather than using the slower floating-point operations by calculating the lines using the standard formula (y = mx + b) slope-calculation algorithm, we used the high-speed Bresenham’s linedrawing algorithm. The algorithm’s advantage is that only integer arithmetic is used to calculate pixel locations between two points on a line. This approach is optimal for the integer-based Blackfin processor. Also required by our ghost ball prediction algorithm (more on this later) was the need to draw circles. An eight-way symmetry circledrawing algorithm was implemented to reduce the number of pixel-location calculations needed to draw the circle.



SYSTEM CALIBRATION System calibration needs to take www.circuitcellar.com



place before ball tracking can begin. During calibration, the boundaries of the table cushions and the locations of the pockets were determined. A background image (a reference image for the system) was then captured. We developed an easy one-button automated calibration process to encapsulate the processes from the user. Pressing the SW8 push button on the EZKIT board initiates the calibration process, which draws guidelines on the display for the rail-detection algorithm search region (see Photo 1). The rails of the pool table must lie within the guidelines in the video camera’s field of view. Once the camera is properly positioned, pressing SW8 again runs the calibration algorithms. The exact location of each rail is determined by the system. The system is designed to work on half of a pool table, so we made it capable of searching for the end-rail and half of the two side rails. The reference color and intensity of the table felt are initialized to be the pixel location in the center of the frame. The boundaries of the rails are found by locating pixels with large differences compared to the reference color and intensity. Scanning starts at the middle of the frame and progresses outward in the three directions towards the rails. A low-pass smoothing filter is applied to each of the three rails to eliminate stray pixels that may be caused by noise. The final result is three (pseudostraight) lines representing the boundaries of the playing surface. The pocket locations can be determined from the intersecting lines of the three rails. Since the table and the cushions are made of the same felt, we either had CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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to spend a large amount of time trying to find the exact boundaries of the



rails using minor changes of shade (difficult to distinguish) or take a more



straightforward approach. We used our Canadian heritage and applied a strip



Listing 1—Here we compare the Blackfin assembly code using SIMD and software-loop pipelining (left) with the unoptimized code (right). Performing on a 720 × 16 pixel block took 110,500 and 138,500 clock cycles for optimized and unoptimized, respectively. This works out to a 20% increase in speed. _CalcDiffASMOptB: LINK 0; [--SP] = (R7:4); I0 I1 I2 I3 M0 M1 M2 M3 I2 I3



= R0; = R1; = R0; = R1; = 8; = 8; = 8; = 8; += 4; += 4;



// CF address // BG address // modify by 2 words



// offset CF by 1 word // offset BG by 1 word



Original unoptimized code



// Prefetch first 2 words R2 = [I0] || R0 = [I1 ++ M1]; (R4, R5) = BYTEOP16M(R3:2, R1:0); R4 = ABS R4 (V) || R2 = [I2] || R0 = [I3 ++ M3]; R5 = ABS R5 (V); R4 = BYTEPACK(R5, R4); (R6, R7) = BYTEOP16M(R3:2, R1:0); R6 = ABS R6 (V) || [I0 ++ M0] = R4; R7 = ABS R7 (V) || R2 = [I0] || R0 = [I1 ++ M1]; (R4, R5) = BYTEOP16M(R3:2, R1:0); P0 = (5760 - 4) / 2; LSETUP(_B_loop_start1, _B_loop_end1) LC1 = P0; _B_loop_start1: R6 = BYTEPACK(R7, R6); R4 = ABS R4 (V) || [I2 ++ M2] = R6; R5 = ABS R5 (V) || R2 = [I2] || R0 = [I3 ++ M3]; (R6, R7) = BYTEOP16M(R3:2, R1:0); R4 = BYTEPACK(R5, R4); R6 = ABS R6 (V) || [I0 ++ M0] = R4; R7 = ABS R7 (V) || R2 = [I0] || R0 = [I1 ++ M1]; _B_loop_end1: (R4, R5) = BYTEOP16M(R3:2, R1:0) ; R6 = R4 = R5 = (R6, R4 =



_CalcDiffASMB: LINK 0; P0 = R0; // CF address P1 = R1; // BG address P2 = 5760; LSETUP(_B_loop_start, _B_loop_end) LC1 = P2; _B_loop_start: R2 = [P0]; R0 = [P1++]; (R0, R1) = BYTEOP16M(R3:2, R1:0); // quad byte diff R0 = ABS R0 (V); R1 = ABS R1 (V); R2 = BYTEPACK(R1, R0); _B_loop_end: [P0++] = R2; // store diff pixel UNLINK; RTS; _CalcDiffASMB.end:



BYTEPACK(R7, R6); ABS R4 (V) || [I2 ++ M2] = R6; ABS R5 (V) || R2 = [I2] || R0 = [I3 ++ M3]; R7) = BYTEOP16M(R3:2, R1:0); BYTEPACK(R5, R4);



R6 = ABS R6 (V); R7 = ABS R7 (V) || [I0 ++ M0] = R4; R6 = BYTEPACK(R7, R6); [I2 ++ M2] = R6; (R7:4) = [SP++]; UNLINK; RTS; _CalcDiffASMOptB.end:
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of black hockey tape on top of each cushion.



OBJECT DETECTION
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shows our hand-coded assembly code for the image-differencing routine. Once the difference image has been acquired, it is passed through a threshold detector for object detection. The level of the threshold detector is determined experimentally and has to be changed when the lighting environment is altered. We were planning to implement a dynamically



We mostly used background suppression to b) 2 5 6 4 3 7 8 9 1 detect objects. As we men2 5 6 4 3 7 8 9 1 2 4 6 5 3 7 8 9 1 tioned earlier, a reference 2 4 6 5 3 7 8 9 1 background image was captured. The absolute differFigure 4—The numbers indicate the pixels, and the order they are probed in ence between each backthe step-search algorithm, with a StepSize of four and eight (a and b), ground pixel and the current respectively. Orange boxes indicate the presence of a ball. White boxes are the video frame pixel was calcutable’s playing surface. lated. By using special video-pixel and vector instructions, hardware circular buffers, and zero-overhead loop registers available on the Blackfin, the operation was performed efficiently. Further optimizations with software-loop pipelining and single instruction multiple data (SIMD) instructions make the operation even faster. The special hardware instructions that are of interest to us are the BYTEOP16M, Vector ABS, and BYTEPACK instructions. The BYTEOP16M instruction performs a quad 8-bit subtract on a 32-bit register, treating each byte of the register as an individual value. Vector ABS instructions were used to calculate the absolute value of the individual top and bottom 16 bits of a 32-bit register. Finally, BYTEPACK combines four 16-bit values from two 32-bit registers into four 8-bit values packed into a single 32-bit register. SIMD instructions can be used to execute up to three instructions simultaneously, including a logic operation on previously received values and two memory loads of values to be processed. There are, however, limitations on what Connect this indispensable tool to your PC’s individual instructions can be paired to USB 1.1 or 2.0 port and watch it pay for itself within hours! make a legal SIMD instruction. Also, you must be careful implementing software-loop pipelining. We had to make 500 MHz Sampling / Timing Mode (Internal clock) Interpreters for I C, SPI and RS232 200 MHz Sampling / State Mode (External clock) Integrated 300 MHz Frequency Counter sure not to place instructions that use Multi-level Triggering on Edge, Pattern, Event +6V to -6V Adjustable Logic Threshold the same register consecutively (e.g., Count, Group Magnitude/Range, Duration etc. supports virtually all logic families operate on register R1 followed immediReal-Time Hardware Sample Compression Full version of software free to download ately by storing the same R1 to memoQualified (Gated) State Mode Sampling Mictor adapter available ry). That could degrade system performwww.pcTestInstruments.com ance because the execution pipeline would have to be stalled while waiting Visit our website for screenshots, for the first instruction to finish executspecifications and to download the easy-to-use software. ing the write-back process. To minimize Intronix Test Instruments, Inc. this, two quad-byte operations perTel:(602) 493-0674 Fax:(602) 493-2258 formed each loop iteration using two www.pcTestInstruments.com independent sets of registers. Listing 1
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Figure 5—Here is the ghost ball prediction method. Contact with the red target ball must be made at the imaginary grey ghost ball’s location.



changing threshold, but we were limited by the project’s time constraints. At this point, the binary image was scanned, starting at the top-left pixel, and working row by row. Active pixels that are close to each other, both in the horizontal and vertical axes, were marked as belonging to one object.



OBJECT COORDINATE EXTRACTION Object coordinate extraction is per-



formed using a step-search algorithm. In this algorithm, only a fraction of the difference-image pixels are probed to detect objects. Each pool ball was about 16 pixels wide, but this will vary depending on how far or close the camera is to the pool table. Scanning starts at the top-left corner of the difference image, we will call the pixel(x, y). If the pixel is above a certain threshold, then it is considered part of an object. If it is below the threshold, then the pixel at location (x+StepSize, y) is tested. Since each pool ball was about 16 pixels wide, we set the variable StepSize to four. Setting the StepSize to this value would make sure that pool balls would not be skipped when scanning. If the probe pixel (x, y) is above the threshold, then we will try to find the left-most column that is part of the ball by probing (x-(StepSize/2), y). We will probe left by another factor of StepSize/2 if this pixel is above the threshold. Otherwise, we will probe right by a factor of StepSize/2. Left/right probing will be repeated until the StepSize equals one.



At that point, we will have found the left-most edge of the ball on the row. Then, a linear search is performed to find the right-most edge of the ball in the row (see Figure 4). We now compare this newly found left/right column location pair against each element in our array of previously found object locations. If this pair is in close proximity to an existing object location, then the data is appended. Since the balls cover only a small percentage of the table’s playing surface and we are directly probing only onequarter of the pixels, this method improves the speed of object detection. A box is drawn around every ball that is detected. The color of the each box corresponds to the ball’s color. The cue ball is distinguished by comparing each ball’s color to white (or the white representation of the specific camera being used and the lighting environment). Because of the detection algorithms and the nature of performing object detection as opposed to object recognition, problems occur when objects other than pool balls enter the frame. To alleviate this, a size limit was placed on each target detected. This helps reject the detection of larger objects that may be on the table, such as a player’s hand. Imposing a 4:3 aspect ratio on object sizes also reduces sporadic detections. However, more work needs to be done on this to make the system more robust.



GHOST BALL PREDICTION Ghost ball prediction is a technique



+X



(PX, PY)



+Y



y = mx + b R



(TX, TY)



(GX, GY)



Figure 6—The red target ball and grey ghost ball positions are centered at (TX, TY) and (GX, GY), respectively. Each ball has a radius of R. y = mx + b is the equation that describes the line, having a slope of m and y-intercept of b. The desired pocket has coordinates of (PX, PY).
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and the pocket. If the cue ball is shot at the ghost ball, the target ball should follow the path leading directly into the pocket. After the object-detection phase, the locations of the pool balls and the cue ball are known. The most optimal pocket for each cue/colored ball pair is found by calculating the relative positions of the cue ball, target ball, and the disPhoto 2—Here the ghost ball detection is finding five object balls and drawtance to each pocket. ing the expected contact point on each. We define the “optimal commonly used by novice pool players pocket” by using several criterion. First, is the shot in question physically possito aim shots. It is a simple method for estimating where an object ball should ble for the determined pocket? For example, if the cue ball is positioned in be contacted, so it follows a desired between the target ball and the target path. A line is drawn from the pocket pocket, then the shot is impossible withthrough the target ball (see Figure 5). out first rebounding off a rail. Second, The center of the imaginary ghost ball the distance from the target ball to lies on this line, directly behind the each pocket is evaluated to select the target ball. This places the target ball easiest shot (shortest path) for the user. between the center of the ghost ball
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If an optimal pocket is found and the cue ball is present, then the center point of the ghost ball (Gx, Gy) is calculated by solving the system of equations, which is derived from Figure 6: GY = mGX + b 0 = GX2



(1 + m ) 2



(



+ G X ( 2bm − 2TX − 2m



T2T − 2mT ) + T 2 + T 2 − 4 R 2 − 2T b Y X Y X Y



)



The pocket location (PX, PY), target location (TX, TY), the line slope (m) and y-intercept (b) can be determined. You must be careful when evaluating line slopes and roots of the quadratic equation because division-by-zero or square roots of negative-number exceptions may be present. Solving this quadratic equation yields two results for GX. If the pocket lies on the right side of the target ball, then the smallest magnitude root was chosen, while the largest root was chosen if the pocket was on the left side. For every colored ball that is found, ghost ball positions and predicted trajectories are drawn to the optimal pocket (see Photo 2). As the balls
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Co-Located with the Portable Design Conference & Exhibition



move across the table, their individual locations are recorded in a history buffer. Each of the ball’s history buffers is 4 s and allows history trails to be drawn on the screen to allow the user to review their shot.



OBSTACLES Changes in lighting from different environments had a drastic effect on our system. It caused our predetermined thresholds to be invalid. The thresholds therefore needed to be recalculated when the system was moved. Differences between two similarly colored balls (i.e., orange and red) also made it very difficult to differentiate between the two balls. Another problem we encountered was an effect called keystoning. This happens when the camera is not perfectly perpendicular to the surface of the table, making the rails appear nonperpendicular. The imperfection caused the ghost-ball aiming algorithm to be less accurate. Implementing a software correction may help this problem, but we decided to opt for the easier solution and move the system to a new house where the ceilings in the basement were higher. This makes it easier to place the camera.



DEBUGGING TOOLS A very useful feature of the BF561 is the background telemetry channel (BTC), which allows VDSP++ to read from and write to memory without interrupting the processor cycle. This is performed with spare DSP cycles during idle. By hooking up the BTC specific global variables, we could adjust data on the fly without halting and recompiling the program code. This feature made it easier to finetune threshold or step-size values, as well as enable and disable ghost ball predictions or history trails. We successfully developed an initial prototype system that is able to perform object detection, simple trajectory prediction, and motion tracking. Background suppression is a very basic concept for object detection, but it worked well for us. The ghost-ball prediction algorithm, combined with the ball history trails, helps the beginning pool player. Although time was a www.circuitcellar.com



limiting factor in the progress of the project, we met or exceeded most of our design goals. In the future, we hope to have more time to expand the project.



FUTURE WORK At this stage of the design, we have implemented only predictions of simple shots in a half-table scenario. We intend to enhance the system to include multiple ball combinations or bank-shot predictions, as well as statistical calculations (such as successful shot likelihood if there are multiple shot options) to let you know which shot is best in a particular situation. A more difficult challenge would be to allow compensation for the effects of the cue-imparting spin on the cue ball (known as “English”), and the spinning cue ball transferring this spin to the object ball (known as “throw”). This would be very hard to detect in a 30-frame-per-second environment, and most likely, a high-speed video-frame capturing device would be required. We’re also considering a wireless system that allows multiple users to view the shot on their own screens. This would be ideal in a tutorial scenario. (At the end of the project, we implemented a prototype wireless system, which transferred a static video image from one Blackfin EZ-KIT to a second EZ-KIT, and then displayed it on a TV. The system used Analog Devices’s ADF7020 radio transceivers hooked up to the Blackfin SPORT ports.) The principles of this system can be applied to other motion-tracking applications like security/surveillance, wildlife monitoring, and tracking objects in other sports, such as bocce or bowling. Currently, one core does all the processing in the software architecture, while the second core practically sits idle, performing only user I/O routines and main system-flow control. If more computationally intensive routines are used in the future, the workload could be shard between the two cores. The biggest problem currently facing our system is the detection of noncircular objects. This is the most limiting factor in the overall robustness of the system. A better algorithm needs to be developed to reject the detection of these objects. I CIRCUIT CELLAR®
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FEATURE ARTICLE



by Eric Kesselring



Multipurpose Automotive Gauge When Eric could not find the right gauges to update the instrumentation in a 1965 Mustang, he built his own multipurpose gauge. Now he can monitor everything from engine air flow to oil temperature.



W



hen the market doesn’t provide other digital automotive gauges, I felt graph display modes are possible. you with what you really want, you obligated to address some of their After a format for displaying data must either compromise or take matundesirable properties, such as was selected, the data and its format ters into your own hands. This was washout in direct sun and fixed and were determined. Sensors used by the the case when I wanted to update the often inappropriate update rates. ECM include engine airflow, coolant instrumentation in a 1965 Mustang. I With a clean slate, I built a wish list and intake air temperature, throttle knew that replacing the carburetor of desired features. Ideally, the 32 LED position, distributor/camshaft posiwith a fuel injection system would segments would have an analog “feel” tion, and vehicle speed. Other engine allow a host of new sensors to be to simulate an analog needle. With parameters and sensors of interest monitored. I wanted the increased resbar-graph scaling and format-programinclude oil pressure, oil temperature, olution and the full 270° sweep that mable options for update rates and my fuel pressure, fuel injector duty cycle, mechanical gauges provide instead of pulse width, and an aftermarket widechoice of bar graph display modes, forthe typical 180° sweep generated from band exhaust gas oxygen sensor. The mats such as bar growing between setelectric gauges. I later found a few elec- points, bar shrinking between setpoints, battery voltage, fuel level, rear axle tric gauges that provided 270° sweep, temperature, and G force were also bar shrinking to setpoints then growing but few if any of them were directly included. The sensors can also interafter setpoints, and simple dot or bar compatible with the sensors pret ignition timing in used by the engine control degrees before top dead cenmodule (ECM). This meant ter (BTDC), miles per hour, additional sensors would be and revolutions per minute. required. I could not find a Measuring these paramemanufacturer that produced ters requires both digital and gauges for all of the functions analog capabilities. Most of I wanted to display, creating a the analog sensors are based stew of mismatched faceon a 5-V reference supplied plates. So, out of seeds of disby an ECM, but others, such content, the multifunction as battery voltage, require gauge described in this artisomething in the 20-V range. cle emerged. The temperature and MAF I thought about converting sensor outputs are not linear an existing air core moveand require further processment gauge, but I wanted ing for a reasonable accuracy something that could also over anything but a small provide a digital readout. window. Digital sensors fall After toying with how many into frequency, pulse width, T1 LEDs would fit inside a duty cycle, or phase cate2.0625″ gauge housing, I had gories. The digital-output my answer. With three digivoltages ranged from a few Photo 1—Here is a sampling of sensors, including a mass airflow housing and a tal displays surrounded by 32 hundred millivolts to more sense element, an MAF element, a fuel level float sensor, air charge temperature, segments, analog and digital than 30 V. Frequencies range and a Senstronics 0- to 100-PSI pressure sensor. The MAF and temperature sensors representations were covered. provide nonlinear outputs between 0 to 5 V. The pressure sensor produces a 0- to 5-V from a couple of hertz to a Since I had worked with couple of kilohertz. The linear output and the fuel level sensor a semilinear 12-Ω full/73-Ω empty output.
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log and digital signal interfaces, and both 3- and 5-V regulators. With all segments on at full brightness, it burns at about 250 mA. Due to the limited physical and heat sinking area available, I used PLUMBER’S HELPER a Texas Instruments PT5101 Before getting far along 5-V integrated switching reguwith the PCB layout, I looked lator. These two boards will for a suitable enclosure. With provide a limited network, a nominal 2.25″ outside diaminput protection, and analog eter, I found that a 1.5″ PVC operation. I used the pipe end cap was close to the standard 2.0625″ gauge body C8051F330 because it is availdiameter. The 1.5″ inside able in a prototyping 20-pin diameter and 1.5″ cap depth DIP package. I also made an defined the hardware enveMLP-20-to-DIP adapter in case lope. Some minor lathe work the DIP device is discontinued Photo 2—Take a look at a close up of a gauge assembly. The clamp in the gave a nice flange and groove and to see if hand-soldering the upper left is a split piece of 2″ PVC schedule 40. A 6-32 screw threads through to hold an O-ring, faceplate, tiny surface-mount MLP with all PCBs and spacers, holds the PCB assembly in an enclosure, and pulls the legend, lens, and bezel. The 0.5-mm pitch was possible for clamps against the rear of the panel. Input, output, and ISP connectors on the rear-interface PCB fit through cutouts on the backside of the enclosure. Female bezel comes from a 2″ schedfuture projects, which it can 0.1″ headers on the processor PCB and male headers on display and interface ule 40-PVC pipe machined on be under optimal conditions. PCBs provide interconnects and easy assembly. the inside to match the PVC To use most of the 10-bit cap’s outside diameter. Cus200-kHz ADC, a separate tom legends are constructed and easily interface. The display board contains a low- and high-input range is available. Maxim Integrated Products MAX7219 customized with cutouts from laser A variable input-gain stage using a 64-segment constant current driver printer transparencies created in 256-step digital potentiometer proand a cadmium sulfide cell to control Microsoft Word. Photo 2 shows what vides fine-tuning for calibrating the 0the display elements. The processor is inside and how it fits together. to 5-V and 0- to 20-V ranges without a PCB holds a Silicon Laboratories Three round PCBs are inside the screwdriver. It can also increase the C8051F330 microcontroller, basic ana- gain to better use ADC resolution for 1.5″ cylinder: display, processor, and information helped define the hardware required to do the job. Take a look at Photo 1 for a sample of a few sensors that may be monitored.



Figure 1—The display board assembly consists of a surface-mount serial driver along with through-hole, discrete, and seven-segment LEDs. www.circuitcellar.com
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Figure 2—The processor board assembly is the meat of the three-board sandwich, which is packed tight with components on both sides of the PCB.



ranges lower than 0 to 5 V, although fine adjustments become more difficult as gain increases beyond three. The 10-bit DAC output current is converted to a voltage to be used as a sensor reference or to provide an analog output of the displayed value. Two filtered digital inputs are provided for the reading phase, with only one input used for frequency, pulse width, and duty cycle measurements. For the two high and two low alarm outputs, a serial 100-mA sink driver provides four 32-V ESD-protected outputs. The interface PCB provides room for latching connectors, filtering for two push button inputs, additional analog buffering, and an automatically switching two-wire RS-485 driver (see Figures 1, 2, and 3).



SOFTWARE The system’s software was devel-
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oped with Silicon Laboratories’s IDE in assembly language. The IDE’s software package includes a Keil assembler, a linker, a compiler, and support for in-circuit emulation and programming capabilities when used with an EC2 serial adapter device. The EC2 acts as the link between the processor and the host PC’s RS-232 port. The IDE package, the EC2 , and the evaluation board are part of the C8051F330 development kit. I wrote the code in six functional sections: main, processor configuration, analog, frequency, pulse width/phase/duty cycle, and programming. Three modes may be selected at powerup: Simple Operation, Operation with Serial Port Enabled, and Programming mode. During power-up, the processor’s resources are configured and serial ports are initialized for 57,600 bps, 8 data bits, no parity, and CIRCUIT CELLAR®



1 Stop bit. From here you have three options, as you can see in Figure 4. Operation with Serial Port Enabled allows you to enter Programming mode, a bus master to disable communication with all gauges except specified and request gauge data for data logging. It also enables a gauge to send an ASCII “less than” character () when the MAX button is pressed to mark events. To request current gauge data, a master, such as a laptop computer connected to the gauge’s serial bus, transmits serial data consisting of a single ASCII character from 01 to 0F. This command can be sent with HyperTerminal using characters from Ctrl A through Ctrl 0. As long as each gauge on the bus has a unique address, www.circuitcellar.com



PC Oscilloscopes & Analyzers DSO Test Instrument Software for BitScope Mixed Signal Oscilloscopes DSO 2.0



4 Channel BitScope Digital Storage Oscilloscope







Up to 4 analog channels using industry standard probes or POD connected analog inputs.



Mixed Signal Oscilloscope







Capture and display up to 4 analog and 8 logic channels with sophisticated cross-triggers.



Spectrum Analyzer







Integrated real-time spectrum analyzer for each analog channel with concurrent waveform display.



Logic Analyzer







8 logic, External Trigger and special purpose inputs to capture digital signals down to 25nS.



2 Channel BitScope



Pocket Analyzer



BitScope DSO Software for Windows and Linux BitScope DSO is fast and intuitive multi-channel test and measurement software for your PC or notebook. Whether it's a digital scope, spectrum analyzer, mixed signal scope, logic analyzer, waveform generator or data recorder, BitScope DSO supports them all. Capture deep buffer one-shots or display waveforms live just like an analog scope. Comprehensive test instrument integration means you can view the same data in different ways simultaneously at the click of a button. DSO may even be used stand-alone to share data with colleagues, students or customers. Waveforms may be exported as portable image files or live captures replayed on other PCs as if a BitScope was locally connected. BitScope DSO supports all current BitScope models, auto-configures when it connects and can manage multiple BitScopes concurrently. No manual setup is normally required. Data export is available for use with third party software tools and BitScope's networked data acquisition capabilities are fully supported.



Data Recorder







Record anything DSO can capture. Supports live data replay and display export.



Networking







Flexible network connectivity supporting multi-scope operation, remote monitoring and data acquisition.



Data Export







Export data with DSO using portable CSV files or use libraries to build custom BitScope solutions.
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PC/104 Single Board Computers Low Price, Low Power, High Reliability using Linux development tools



200 MHz ARM9 Power as low as 1/4 Watt 5 boards, over 2000 configurations



$



qty 100



Fanless, no heat sink SDRAM - up to 128MB



99
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$



qty 1



Flash - up to 128MB onboard 10/100 Ethernet - up to 2



TS-7200 shown with optional A/D converter, Compact Flash and RS-485



DIO lines - up to 55



NEW!



2 USB ports



SD card option



COM ports- up to 10



options include: onboard temperature sensor, A/D Converter 8 channel 12 bit, Extended Temperature, Battery Backed Real Time Clock, USB Flash 256 M (with ARM Tool Chain), USB WiFi



Programmable FPGAs



VGA video



Linux, Real Time extension, NetBSD



Off-the-Shelf Solutions ready to design into your project using DOS development tools



133 MHz 586 Power as low as 800mA



$



qty 100



Fanless, no heat sink SDRAM - up to 64MB



229



$



259 qty 1



COM Ports - up to 4 ports Ethernet Ports DIO Channels - up to 40 TS-5600 Shown with optional flash modules, A/D, RS-485 and Merlin cellular modem



options include:



PCMCIA II adaptor Compact Flash adaptor USB Ports



(Except on TS-5300)



RS-485 Half and Full Duplex, A/D Converter up to 8 Channels at 12 bits, DAC up to 2 Channels at 12 bits, Extended Temperature



see our website for 33 MHz 386 configurations



Over 20 years in business Open Source Vision Never discontinued a product Engineers on Tech Support



Custom configurations and designs w/ excellent pricing and turn-around time Most products stocked and available for next day shipping



Design your solution with one of our engineers (480) 837-5200



New Products and PC/104 Peripherals Tiny WiFi Controller boots Linux in 1.1 seconds



Intelligent Battery Back-up $



$



200 MHz ARM9



249



Up to 128MB Flash



qty 1



119



qty 1 Run your system for days with no external power source



Up to 128M SDRAM 802.11g WiFi SD Flash Card socket 1 external USB port 1 10/100 Ethernet Rugged aluminum enclosure measures 1.1” x 4.9” x 3.1”



3 TTL serial ports



ZigBee Wireless



low power wireless, simple serial interface, range up to 1 mile



Modems



33.6K baud, 56K baud, AT commands, caller ID, cellular using GSM and CDMA technologies



Non-volatile Memory Serial Ports



up to 2MB, 10 year lithium battery



up to 4 serial ports with optional RS-485, opto-isolated available



12 bit A/D, DAC CAN Bus Controller 64 Digital I/O



8 channel 12-bit A/D converter, optional 2 channel 12-bit DAC, A/D jumpered for 0-2.5V, 0-10V or 0-20mA Philips SJA1000, opto-isolated, up to 1 megabit/sec selectable termination resistor, Ocera Linux driver 32 inputs, 32 outputs, 200 mA drive, optional 512 Kbyte or 1 MB battery-backed SRAM, stack up to four boards, RoHS compliant



see our website for more boards and option details



Technologic S Y S T E M S



We use our stuff. Visit our TS-7200 powered website at
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using Ctrl characters for commands prevents bus conflicts because the data output from a gauge in this mode will not contain the 01 to 0F characters. Gauge-to-master data is sent as four ASCII data characters and a comma. An alternative method for entering Programming mode is holding both the MIN and MAX push buttons before powerup. Figure 5 shows the available options with the serial port enabled. Programming mode is indicated



with a welcome message sent to the serial port upon entry and “prg” is displayed on a seven-segment display. Commands in Programming mode consist of single ASCII characters: L, D, S, and X (see Figure 6). Only one gauge is programmed at a time. If more than one networked gauge has a serial port enabled and receives commands to enter Programming mode, enabled units will answer and cause conflicts. To prevent this, only the gauge of interest should have the serial port enabled.



This is accomplished by sending the “I (node #)” command in Operating mode with the serial port enabled. In normal operation, sensor input data is handled by six functional modes (four digital and two analog). Only one mode is run at a time. The two analog modes consist of either reading the microcontroller’s internal temperature sensor or an external analog signal. With the on-chip ADC running at up to 200 ksps, there is plenty of time for averaging. Accumulations of 2, 4, 8, 32, or 64 may be selected. For additional flexibility with nonlinear analog input signals, a 16 entry by 16 bit interpolation routine is utilized with the formula:



DOUT =



( AT1 − Ai )



× TD0 +



( AT1



( Ai



− AT0 ) × TD1



− AT0 )



[1]



where Ai is 16 bits of raw input. AT0 is a 16-bit table input entry less than Ai. AT1 is a table input entry greater than Ai. TD0 is the table output data from AT0. TD1 is the table output from AT1. This assumes that the first raw input data entry is 0 and subsequent entries are positive, increasing integers to satisfy the lookup table input breakpoint search. The table entries should begin at 0 and end at the maximum possible input value to prevent undefined outputs at the extremes. Table output data entries can either increase or decrease with table input, so positive or negative slopes are permitted. Of course, nice, simple linear functions are also accepted. The result of the interpolation routine is used by the bar graph display look-up routine, D/A output, alarm limits, serial-output buffer, and a digital display averaging accumulator. An update cycle with 64 samples takes about 7 ms. The D/A output routine also uses a 16 entry by 16 bit interpolation table routine to convert the buffer value to a desired output voltage. This comes in handy when converting nonlinear inputs to linear outputs to read with a multimeter, o-scope, or analog-to-digital-to-analog functions. An intersample A/D conversion delay can be configured to take as long as 1.6 s to accumulate and then average 64 samples, providing the means for a crude but
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effective symmetric finite impulseresponse filter. This can help sift DC levels from low-frequency, amplitudemodulated inputs like sloshing fuel level from the fuel level sensor. The seven-segment display buffer can also be configured to accumulate 2, 4, 8, 32, or 64 interpolated averages for further filtering and to reduce digit skipping between large-slope table entries. With 64 averages, the update cycle slows to about 460 ms. Sensor inputs in digital form are processed by the Pulse Width, Duty Cycle, Phase, or Frequency modes. The pulse-width function measures pulses from 0.1 to 99.9 ms, duty cycles from 1 to 2.5 kHz, phases from 1 to more than 10 kHz, and frequencies from less than 1 to more than 10 kHz. Pulse-width and duty cycles are handled by a single 16-bit capture compare routine with a cascading byte bumped by timer overflow for a total of 24 timer



bits. Phase measurement uses an additional capture-compare register to hold the extra events. Either mode may be configured to use the first rising or falling edge as a reference. For frequency measurement, a 16-bit counter keeps track of how many pulses occur during the sample period. With more than one input pulse, sampling ends with the 32-ms rollover of the 16-bit timer. Otherwise, sampling ends with either the first pulse or the configurable timeout period from the 16-bit timer and cascaded byte. The frequency or rate is:



tors with Microsoft Excel, I wanted to import data into the source code. With the ability to create graphs, trend lines, format data, and hex and decimal conversions, this worked well and provided a worksheet to test, view, and modify sensor parameters. The final seven-sheet Excel configuration file consists of three sheets for entering configuration data, two for internal formatting, one parameter output sheet formatted for compiler, and one parameter output sheet for serial downloading. The basic parameter edit sheet contains general-operating, analog, and digital parameters. The (constant × T1 count ) rate = ADC linear interpolation table provides [2] ( pulses per unit × period in microseconds) ADC calibration, function graphing, and table data entry. The DAC linear interData acquired in these modes can be polation table holds the DAC output directly displayed or passed through data for converting the digital display the interpolation routine for further data to a voltage function. The three manipulation. sheets edit over 20 parameters. For the compiler-formatted sheet, a EXCEL-ERATED CONFIGURATION compiler-friendly file is generated While I was working on scaling facand saved as gaugecfg.prn. A simple command file renames it gaugecfg.asm and places it in the correct directory for the compiler. To program a device with the EC2 serialin-circuit programmer, the linkable gaugecfg.asm is assembled, compiled, and downloaded with the rest of the program files. The output sheet for serial downloading contains configuration data, programming commands, and inverted checksums. The sheet is saved in .TXT format so it can be transferred to the gauge via the RS-485 serial port. I used HyperTerminal to communicate and download data through an Figure 3—The interface board assembly adds buffering, locking connectors, and increased protection to inputs and outputs. RS-232-to-RS-485 www.circuitcellar.com
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converter dongle.



Configure processorspecific registers (xbar)



MAKING THE CONNECTION I built a test panel to hold the six assembled units. For analog measurements, either the high or low analog input must be connected. For phase measurements, a reference and the measured signal are required. Frequency, pulse width, and duty cycle require only a single input. With a host of options available, I had to decide which parameters to monitor. A bad sending unit from my old oil pressure gauge intermittently produced scary readings, and a less-than-accurate fuel level sensor piqued my interest to monitor them. Monitoring estimated horsepower and timing was unique. So, with fuel pressure and water temperature filling the last two slots, I looked for signals and sensors. For fuel and oil pressure sensors, I chose a stainless steel Senstronics Storm ST00635 sensor with a range from 0 to 100 PSI, 0 to 5 V of output, and an operating range of –40° to 125°C. The 0- to 5-V temperature output is an added bonus that may be monitored as well. The operating temperature range could handle fuel pressure, but it would require thermal isolation for hot oil pressure sensing. Some distance from the engine block and a small heat exchanger built from mechanical oil pressure gauge tubing could help bring the oil temperature



Initialize serial port, general registers



Both buttons held pressed?



N



Display “PRG,” start serial code, and send serial greeting



Jump to programming routine
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Address match? Y Send four characters and “,” to serial port
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Wait for next address byte. Start timeout timer.
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Jump to Program mode
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Disable serial port



Y
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Figure 5—With the serial port enabled, here are some Operating mode options. You can query single-node data, isolate a node, or enter Programming mode.
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Disable UART



Keep UART enabled



down. You have to be careful when using copper and certain aluminum tubing because the vibration can cause them to harden and eventually break. But mounting sensors directly to the engine can subject them to some serious failure-inducing torture, so there are gotchas either way. For now, the fuel sensor is mounted on a bulkhead made where the fuel lines enter the fender well. I plan to mount an OEM fuel pressure sensor directly on the fuel injector rail supply line, where it will give a more accurate indication of pressure at the injector. Since these



“I” character?



Timeout?



N



Jump to Operating mode, ignoring serial commands



Figure 4—Here are the power-up flow and options for entering programming or data-logging operations. Cycling power is required to reinitialize serial communications.
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are both new sensors, a small eightconductor cable is run from the sensors to the gauge-test panel. Fuel level information could be tapped from the node connecting the original fuel level sensor and the gauge. The original fuel level sensor provided a 12-Ω full, 73-Ω spec empty resistance output when measured between the sensor output terminal connection and vehicle ground. Internally, the fuel level sensor was a wirewound variable resistor with one end connected to the output terminal and the wiper connected to vehicle ground. Since I installed an aftermarket fuel level gauge and wanted to leave it in place, I had to determine how the sensor was excited. After probing with a multimeter, I found that the gauge connection to the level sensor contained an 8-V source in series with a 50-Ω resistor. The data along with the 16-gallon fuel tank capacity provided a voltage-to-fuel level function. Later, I discovered the 40-plus-year-old level sensor had a couple dead spots, which explained the erratic levels. When I replace the sensor, I will map the resistance and voltage versus capacity at gallon intervals for better accuracy. Water temperature, horsepower, and time sensing all require a connection to the engine coolant temperature (ECT), mass airflow (MAF) sensor, www.circuitcellar.com



Determining timing readout in degrees BTDC required more work. To gather Examples: timing from the Ford EEC IV sysL18 00 dd dd dd ..... dd 
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